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Freshman Uppercloss Housing;
Results are Uncertain at Best
tion gives us an opportunity to
meet upperclassmen, because we
Six months ago,
students usually don't meet them in
gathered outside of the Office of classes," and her roommate, Heidi
Residential Services to protest the Heilmann said that she wished an
Administration's decision to dis- even higher percentage of Elton
perse the Class of '83 throughout residents were upperclassmen.
A Jones third floor freshman
the campus. One concession was
made to the protestors; the upper- admitted that in coming to Trinity
class status of High Rise was she was a "bit hesitant" to live
maintained. The administration among upperclassmen because she
otherwise held their ground and had heard that "sophomore girls
this fall freshmen took up residence hat freshman girls", but has found
in the North Campus, South absolutely no tension on her hall.
Campus, and Quad dormitories,
Elton freshman David Warren
including Jackson and Wheaton, commented, "Upperclassmen are
areas traditionally sought after by very informative, especially in
upperclassmen, as well as the writing papers. Also, they are
.recently completed New South closer than the Writing Center.''
Campus.
Resident Assistants expressed
In recently surveying various differing views on the presence of
dormitories, it appeared as though upperclassmen on their halls. Elton
the intermingling of freshmen and third floor R.A. Harry Levenstein
upperclassmen is not occurring noted that vandalism seemed to be
everywhere to the degree to which on the wain this year, and that
it was hoped, and that some when it occurs, freshmen seem to
upperclassmen are still bitter over be inclined to confess. Levenstein
the presence of freshmen on their attributed this pheonomena partialhalls. Many individuals, including ly to the presence of the upperRA's, upperclassmen, freshmen, classmen, and added that the
and administration members ex- upperclassmen "mix in well."
Jones
"Pits" RA Gavin
pressed their opinions on the
success of this year's housing Reardon stated that, although he
felt that in general mixing uppersituation.
Jones and Elton dormitories, classmen and freshmen was a good
entirely freshmen last year, are idea, the upperclassmen on his hall
again housing upperclassmen, and have not been a "steadying
with relative success. Freshmen influence." Reardon said that
seemed enthused over the pres- although the upperclassmen in the
ence of upperclassmen on their "Pits" helped the freshmen socially by getting them out to do things,
halls.
As one Jones first floor fresh- they often seemed to be the
men put it, "The upperclassmen instigators in causing trouble. Said
basically want to help as much as the RA, "Someone who allows
we want to be helped." Elton themselves to end up in the Pits as
fourth floor freshmen Hilary Rao an upperclassmen tends to be
commented that, "The hall situa- rowdy. We didn't end up with the
by Megan White and Robin Fins

right group of upperclassmen this
year because as far as noise and
security they haven't been helpful."
Jones and Elton upperclassmen
seem to have gotten used to, and in
many cases even enjoy, having
freshmen on their halls.
Said
sophomore Lisa Maugalian ot
Jones third, "Some upperclassmen enjoy hall life and this type of
situation should be available to
students from all classes." Lisa
also noted that the freshmen
seemed more secure in that when
the RA wasn't around they had
other upperclassmen to turn to.
"Pits" sophomore Ed Ermini
said that he enjoyed living with the
freshmen and seeing "some new
faces". Ed commented that although upperclassmen often join in
on freshmen "ventures", they
know which offenses are serious
and can advise freshmen not to do
such things as "start water fights
or set fires." Ermini commented
that the "Pits" is not half as
"rowdy" as it was last year, and
that integration between upperclassmen and freshmen has been
"pretty successful", although upperclassmen are very busy whereas
"freshmen never seem to have
work."
~However, many upperclassmen
in Jones and Elton noted, as did
Lydia Bliven of Elton fourth, that
"upperclassmen on predominantly
freshmen halls feel somewhat
isolated." One Jones first floor
sophomore
commented
that
"Jones and Elton are still typically
Cont. onp. 4

AD, DKE Owe Back Taxes;
DKE Proceeds with Fund Raising
by Alan Levlne
The HartfordCoorwit recently
cently published a list of delinquent
taxpayers in the city of Hartford.
On that list were two Trinity
fraternities, the Alpha Chi Chapter
of Delta Kappa Epsilon (DKE) at 98
Vernon Street and the Phi Kappa
Chapter of Alpha Delta Phi (AD) at
122 Vernon Street.
DKE currently owes $5,586 in
back taxes to the city and AD owes
$7,878.
Chris Storm '80, speaking for
AD, refused to comment about that
fraternity's financial
situation.
Likewise, David Raymond of South
Windsor, an alumni advisor to the
fraternity, chose not to discuss the
issue. .
According to Bill Grava, a
Conrant reporter, AD apparently has not paid taxes since 1976.
Robert Pedemonti, Treasurer of
the College, expressed surprise at
AD's tax problems. He commented
that, "AD has always had excellent
support from their national (organization) and alumni," and said that
its membership has always been
good, even when other fraternities
like DKE suffered.

The brothers of DKE were
willing to discuss the tax situation
and were eager to publicize their
plight as well as their efforts to deal
with it.
DKE's financial troubles date
back to the early to mid 1970's
when the fraternity's membership
dipped severely. Membership revenues couldn't cover all expenses,
so a decision was made not to pay
taxes. Mortgage, maintenance,
and operation expenses were
judged to be of more immediate
importance. The amount of tax
money owed began to accumulate
and David Dunn '80, DKE's
current treasurer, said that past
treasurers were either not aware of
the situation of did not make it a
prime concern.
Early this year, the city informed DKE that it had three
months to pay its tax bil]_o|: it^would
foreclose the mortgage. At that
time, the city was asking for over
$13,000 from the fraternity. DKE
applied to the Committee of Tax
Abatement for a reduction in this
amount and a fair payment program. The city granted a reduction
of $2,900 but the fraternity was
initially required to pay $3,136 of
the remaining $10,000 debt.

Predemonti and a Trinity alumni who is a Hartford lawyer, gave
financial legal advice, and DKE
received
favorable
publicity
through
an article in
the
COURANT.
After the large initial payment,
a 36-month
payment
schedule was agreed to by DKE
and the City. DKE was required to
pay $275 per month from March
1979 to March 1980 and $150 per
month for the following 24 months.
The back tax payments should
.conclude in December 1982. Dunn
says that if just one payment is
missed, the balance must be paid
immediately or the city will foreclose.
To reduce their financial pressures, DKE asked Pedemonti to
petition the College Trustees to
grant a moratorium on the fraternity's monthly mortgage payments.
The Trustees obliged by granting a
one year extension which will
terminate in February 1980.
Additional
financial
woes
occurred when DKE's building was
recently reassessed for its tax
value. The last assessment had
placed its value at $44,000 and its
was taxed accordingly. The recent
Cont. on p,3
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The Quad was visited by a foreshadowing of things to come
Wednesday when this snowman appeared.
:

1979 President's
Fellows Announced
by Steven Elmendorf
President
Lockwood
announced last week that 25
members of the class, of 1980
have been nominated to be
President's fellows. One fellow
is
appointed
from
each
academic department and. program.
The fellows are chosen by
the head of each department
and program in consultation
with the other faculty in the
department. Those chosen meet
periodically
with
President
Lockwood and various faculty

and administrators to discuss
education and other topics.
According to J. Ronald
Spencer, Special Advisor to the
President, the fellows were
formed in 1974 for three
reasons. Firstly as a way of
recognizing academic achievement, secondly as "a sounding
board for the President, past
discussions have focused on
matters both related and unrelated to the College. The third
reason mentioned by Spencer
was the "sense that it might be
fun to get together with a
diverse set of seniors, to taik.

Art History

John Vaiaitis, Jr.

Biochemistry

Thomas R. McCauley

Biology
Chemistry
Classics
Economics
Engineering
English
History
Mathematics
Modern Languages
Music
Philosophy
Physics

Michael L. Salitan
Ann C. Lescher
E. Lanier Drew
James G. McDonald
David A. Gatenby
Lawrence R. Townley
Alice M. O'Connor
Evan C. Polley
Frances R. Plough

Political Science
Psychology
Religion
Sociology
* Studio Arts
Theatre Arts
American Studies
Comparative Literature
Computer Coordinate Major
Intercultural Studies
Urban & Environmental Studies

Robert P. Flaherty,
Janet R. Wilson
Marianne Miller
Michael J.O'Sullivan
Claire A. Berian
Judith L. Ambrose
Carol A. Curtin
Mark Prase
Anthony J . W . Chase
Andrew J. Bendheim
Susan M. McNally
James J, Garrahan
Roberta M. Goganian
Paul M. Canning
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SGA Focuses on Pub Woes,
Textbook Costs, Noise Policy
by Sharon Slmoni

photo by DaveCarvili

Gil Benz'80

Internship Offers Benz
Unique Experience
by Barbara Wagner

Gil Benz is gaining valuable
experience" through his internship
with the Anti-Trust division of the
Attorney General's office of the
state of Connecticut. He works in a
building on 60 Washington Street
which houses many of the state
agencies.
Benz, a senior religion major,
works directly under a team of
assistants to the Attorney General,
Each assistant is assigned to a
different case, and thus Benz gets
an opportunity to work a liuie with
each case. So far, Benz has worked
on cases involving Petroleum
Products, Levi Strauss, and B. F.
Goodrich. The assistants supervise
the research involved,
The Anti-Trust
division
basically works with two acts, the
Sherman Act and the Glayton Act
Benz does the preliminary research
for the ^assistants to the Attorney
General and works with generaL
facts and, laws.
!
'He cl&ims that his working
conditions are "very, very
pleasant." He works in an air-

conditioned office where "coffee
flows freely" and the people are
very friendly and receptive to
interns.
Benz feels he is treated with
"appropriate respect." The people
in the office "value the input one
has to offer and they are willing to
listen to what one has to say and
are eager to answer any questions
that one might have."
Benz doesn't feel that there are
any disadvantages to his internship.
There are, however, obvious
limitations on what he can do as an
intern. He is not qualified to do'
any legal research.
Benz chose this internship
because it gives him an introduction to corporate policy and
theory, and also a clear insight into
governmental procedures and the
practice of law.
Following graduation, he plans
to work in a private law firm or in a
government agency, and then
possibly go on to law school.
Benz heard about the internship
at the Attorney General's Office
during his sophomore year but,
Cnnt. on p. 5 -

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

A full agenda of topics that
affect the entire Trinity student
body sparked lively discussion at
the second meeting of the Trinity
Student Government Association.
The discussions involved the need
for tighter noise control in the
dorms, financial problems in the
Iron Pony Pub that may bring about
its closing next year, and concern
over the price that students spend
each year on text books.
• The Monday night meeting was
well-attended by S.G.A. representatives, but unfortunately, there
were no non-members present. The
S.G.A. urges the student body to
attend their meetings, held at 9:30
on Monday nights in Mather
Dining Hall, so that the S.G.A. can
ably work for the students.
There have been an unusual
amount of complaints this year over
the amount,of noise and vandalism
in the dorms. Many upper-classmen feel that the freshmen are
rowdier this year then in previous
years. Part of the problem is that
the students do not know what to
do when other students are being
loud or destructive. Students who
are being disruptive do not realize
the serious consequences they may
face as a result of their rowdy
behavior. Complaints should be
reported to your Resident Advisor
(R.A.). After the second complaint,
a security guard is called and on
the third complaint the guard
confiscates I.D. cards of the
disruptive students, The student
must then see Dean David Winer or
Director of Residential Services,
Kristina Dow to get his or her I.D.
card back. The S.G.A. realizes that
these noise and vandalism rules arc
'not always enforced) and formed a
Noise Committee to look into the
problem. Committee members include Jim Pomeroy '81, Gavin
Reardon '81, Carolyn Ginsburgh
'82, Lyn Snodgrass '82, and Chris
Sullivan '83.
• The Iron Pony Pub must make a
profit -this''year, or it will close next
year. The Pub has lost money every
year since its opening in the Spring
of 1977. For this reason, Mather

Call when you
leave ~ it will
he ready upon
arrrival

Campus Center has decided to
close down the Pub next year if it
can't turn a profit. The S.G.A.
appointed Tori Aronovv as a Pub
liaison to keep the S.G.A informed
of the financial state of the Pub.
Should the Pub have financial
problems, the S.G.A. plans to form
a Pub Committee that will help find
ways to solve these problems.
Students have expressed concern over the price of books and the
difficulty of buying and selling
used books. Follett's Trinity Bookstore has included in its contract a
no-rut policy that disallows any

SGABC Questions
WRTC, Gas Costs
byDIckDnhUng
The uncontested election of Pam
Wilton last Monday highlighted an
otherwise uneventful Student Government Association Budget Committee (SGABC) meeting.
Before hearing requests from
student organizations, the Committee elected David Clark as
secretary and Keecy Hadden as
ticket chairman. Meeting times
were set for Tuesdays at 10:00
p.m.
Rick Bangs, head of the Student
Government
Planning
Board
(SGPB) requested a transfer of
funds to cover a debt incurred from
the John Hall concert. The transfer
would be made from funds procured from the beginning of the
year SGPB dance. The Committee
approved Bangs' request.
The Committee also approved
SGPB's request to raise the price at
the door for Club T from $3.50 to
$5.00. Bangs cited Slow ticket
sales and fees for chair rental as
reasons for the price increase.
Rising fuel costs brought requests from Mike Hinton and Ted
Murphy of the Trinity water polo
team. Hinton and Murphy reported that the team had already spent
$114. of their $169. fall budget.
While gas costs are the major
factor, Hinton and Murphy also
cited the large number of team
members, the necessity of taking
four cars, and the fact that the van
cannot be used.
After some
discussion on costs and the committee's $.07 a mile gas allotment,
a motion made by Andrew Teitz
granting the water polo team and
extra $100 for travel costs was
approved.
Adam Ash of the Trinity Rugby
Club made a similar request for
additional travel money.
The
committee approved an extra $100
for the Club's travel fees. Also, an
extra $30, from' $420 to $450, was
alloted for the increase in costs of
• rugby uniforms, which will be

TEAPIER
PACKAGE STORE
HAS FREE
AREA DELIVERY

PIZZA

CALL SKIP &

Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!

^ *.

^^* ,

247-0234
,. .' . ..

Ricliard Staton

• Across from South Campus
. 287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

prop.

kind of Trinity used bookstore
However, the S.G.A., workine on
its own, has decided to look into
the possibility of a Flea Market Day
the first three days of each
semester, that would allow students to buy and sell their used
books. Members of the Committee
to run this event arc David Clark
'80, Jim Pomeroy '81, Mike Reiner
'81, Tom Hefferan '82, Dave
Palmero '82, Lyn Snodgrass '82,
Otie Brown '83, Carol Pelletier '83*
Tina Tricarchi '83, and Soraya
Zarghami '83.
cont. on p. 5
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525-1698
FINE WINE &
LIQUOR SELECTION
570 HILLSIDE AVEM
HTFD.

delivered as soon as the $450 is
paid. A discussion followed on the
merits of raising the compensation
rate per mile for student organization travel. It was noted by one
Committee member that the College allows considerably more than
the Committee's present $.07 a
mile rate.
Sam Rogers, WRTC Program
Director and Summer Station Manager, answered the Committee's
questions concerning WRTC's
summer phone bill. Thirty hours of
unaccounted-for toll calls combined
with a total bill of $630.88 was
called into question by Wilton.'
WRTC is allocated $100 a month in
the summer for phone bills.
Rogers stated that the WRTC
Agency Account, a private fund
established by WRTC, covered the
phone bill. Committee member
Teitz moved and the Committee
approved that WRTC would be
compensated for all calls made
within their phone budget, provided "'ail ' &M*«*«liMi^be d**
mented.
••mmt»«.
The Committee had hoped to
question and take action on an
extra $180 spent by WRTC for UPI
services and WRTC's purchase of a
tape deck and equilizer without
specific Committee approval.
However, for anything to be
decided on, Bill Payne, WRTC
Business Manager would have to
be present. Since Payne chose not
to attend the meeting, no further
action concerning WRTC could be
taken,
* * * • • • • • • • • • • * * * *
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Welcomes Trinity students
and all their travel needs.
Check-out our low rates
to Florida
DOMENICSCOTECE
(203)527-6600'
422 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD, CONN. 06106
across from D&D Package
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Library Plagued by
Book Thefts
by Wendy Famham
Alarming incidents have hit
Trinity's security department with
sudden force. In just a little over a
month, the library has had two
major thefts.
The first theft occurred during
September. Seven hundred dollars
worth of books were taken from
the Wheaton Room. The missing
nine or ten books comprised the
first collection of books the college
ever owned.
Between 11:30 a.m. on October
10 and 11:30 a.m. on October 11,
six other books were stolen from
the Izaak Walton Room of the
library.
On Thursday, October 11,
Ralph S. Emerick, Head Librarian,
was showing an alarm company
some cabinets where he wanted an
alarm system to be installed. He
noticed that the lock on the sliding
glass door of a bookcase which
housed rare books had been
broken. The missing books were
taken from that bookcase.
Emerick does not think that a
Trinity student stole the books. He
says, "Whoever it is knows what he
or she wants. The thief was very
selective in what he took. He didn't
just take what was on the top of the
shelf. Also, the robber knows the
campus and doesn't stand out."
The person who stole the books
took first and second editions,

which are the most valuable kind.
However, the stolen books are not
the most valuable in the library.
The values of these books range
from $300 to $10,000.
The books were not sensitized,
as are most of the library books.
They seemed safe enough locked in
the bookcases, according to
Emerick. Unfortunately, this
allowed the thief to walk out of the
library without triggering the
buzzer.
Michael I. Schweighoffer,
head of Security, urges students to
report anything unusual that
happened while they were in the
library on the night of the
snowstorm. The Izaak Walton
Room is located on the balcony
over-looking the circulation desk,
so any students sitting in that
section could have seen the thief.
He stresses, "If they have any
information,- it will be held in
confidence."
Schweighoffer says of the
Hartford Police, "They work very
closely with me. We talk on a daily
basis when working on our investigations."
One problem can be corrected
with the cooperation of Trinity
students. According to Schweighoffer, students often refuse to
show security officers their Trinity
I.D.'s. This concerns him because
the officers are trying to protect
students when they ask people to
identify themselves.

Brothers and sisters of DKE are shown daring their pumpkin sale last week which raised money for
the fraternity.

DKE Works to Reduce Tax Debt
cont. from p. 1
assessment put its value at $8§,000
(nearly doubling its worth), but the
city's Committee of Readjustment
reduced it to $69,000. Still, Dunn
says that current taxes amount to
$868 per quarter.
Dunn added that DKE may
reappeal this assessment, but they
must first clean up the property

Ives Promoted, Extol Is Virtues
of Externship Program
service, and journalism. Externships can be arranged in almost
Trinity President Theodore D. any career the participant chooses,
Lockwood recently notified Cheryl and in which an alumnus is willing
Ives of her . promotion from to offer his time.
Assistant to Associate Director of
Ives feels that the externship
Career Counseling. Despite this program is "one way of getting a
change, Ives' responsibilities microscopic view of a particular
remain basically the same.
job, its credentials and its
qualifications." She believes that
She conducts one-to-one
the program is a superb opcounseling with students to help
portunity to find out if one should
them in choosing a career and or a
do an internship, an extended
major and one-to-one counseling
program worked on for a whole
with alumni to help them find a job
semester.
or change jobs. The Alumni Office
works closely with her and handles
job referrals. Ives' other duties
include editing the bi-weekly
Career Counseling Newsletter,
assessing students' skills and
heading the externship program.
by Bernice Rizk

Students who might be interested in participating in this
program must fill out the form
placed in student boxes last week
(there are more at the Career
Counseling Office) and bring them
into the Office. At that time, an
appointment will be made with
Cheryl Ives for an interview to find
out the area of interest and to
narrow down the field. She encourages everyone to come down
to talk with her, even if they are not
sure they would be interested in
doing an externship.

Last year, thirty four students,
seventeen of whom were freshmen,
participated in the program.
Though there was a cross-section
of all four classes, the number of
freshmen involved has been increasing each year. The program
has been in effect for four years,
becoming more popular each year.
Some of the externships include
work in architecture, engineering,
veterinary medicine, law, social

by Patty Hooper
Discussion of efforts to persuade
Trinity to divest its investments in
South Africa highlighted the recent
sparsely-attended meeting of the
Democratic Socialist Organizing
Committee. Other activities for the
upcoming year were also discussed.
DSOC is a new organization at
Trinity this year. According to
Bruce Johnson, president of the
Trinity chapter, the purpose of the
Democratic Socialists is "to pursue
social and economic justice" in the
United States.
DSOC is an
outgrowth of the Democratic party.
Presently, there are twelve active members of the Trinity chapter. According to Johnson, their
main activity for the year- is to
encourage" divestiture" of college
funds in corporations that have
offices and factories in South
Africa.
As part of their effort to
encourage divestiture, the group is
holding a "letter writing campaign' ' that will give their views on
the issue to the administration,
faculty, and Board of Trustees.
The letter (which has not yet
been finalized) calls for total
divestiture by the college (over a

and have their sidewalks reinspected. He said, "There are a few
city departments after us. There's
a lot of financial strain on the
house."
So far, according to Pedemonti,
payments are going according to
plan. Dunn credits this partly to an
increase in membership, which is
up to approximately 35 members at
present. He cites student support
of fund-raising efforts too. Last
year's "DKE-a-thon" (11 hours of
music) and Max Creek Concert
raised a good deal of money.
Another "DKE-a-thon" is being
considered. A slight increase in

dues has also helped. Dunn says
the fraternity is hoping to
"strengthen its traditionally poor
relationship with its alumni in its
100th year. Don Defabio '80 and
Dave Giblin '81, the two most
recent treasurers, were responsible
for
arranging
the
payment
schedule and mortgage moratorium.
Pedemonti commented that tax
problems are not new to Trinity's
fraternities. Several years ago, Pi
Kappa Alpha (PKA) was in financial trouble. They too received a
moratorium on their mortgage
payments.

Watson Fellowship
Sparks Originality
by Carole Pelletfer

year's committee narrowed the
field to nine students.
Each candidate is then interviewed by the committee for
approximately twenty minutes.
The interview is an opportunity for
committee members to seek clarification of students' proposals
On the basis of these interviews,
four finalists are submitted to the
Thomas J. Watson Foundation,
located in Providence, Rhode Island.
Hour - long, on-campus
interviews with Foundation Representatives are the next step.
After all of the one hundred and
seventy-six nominees from across
the country have been Interviewed,
the Foundation selects the seventy
students who will receive Fellowships.
In choosing Fellows, the Watson
Foundation is "most concerned"
with qualities of leadership, integrity, and "potential for creative
achievement and excellence within
a chosen field."
A student's
academic record is not a "principle
criterion" in the selection process.
The Foundation admits, however,
that special consideration Is given
to "a candidate's record in his or
her field of interest," and, white
extra-curricular activities are not
primary, they are taken to "reflect
the candidates's bask concerns
and to suggest the nature and
measure of Ms or her probable
commitment to them."

Each year seniors at Trinity
College are eligible to become
Watson Fellows. The Thomas J.
Watson Fellowship, established in
1968, is an opportunity for seniors
to "explore with thoroughness a
particular interest, test their aspirations and abilities, view their
lives and American society in a
greater perspective, and develop a
more informed sense of international concern."
Trinity is one of forty-eight
private colleges participating in
one-year time period) of all investthis fellowship program.
Acments in corporations located in
cording to J. Ronald Spencer,
South Africa. Johnson explained
Special Assistant to the President
that the existence of these corand Watson Fellowship Committee
porations in South Africa is giving
Chairman, the Thomas J. Watson
silent endorsement to that coun- Foundation sponsors seventy stutry's present racist regime.
dents from among these instituAs part of their effort, Trinity tions "to study outside of the
DSOC will also seek the support United States in the year imand aid of other campus organiza- mediately following graduation."
tions in trying to convince the The Fellowship provides a grant of
college to divest.
They have $8,000 to students, or $11,000 if
already received the support of the they are married or will be
leadership of the Young Demo- supporting a family during their
year abroad.
crats.
'
,
.
DSOC has planned other activiSpencer calls the selection of
ties for the near future including Watson Fellows "a multi-stage
participation in "Abortion Rights process". In August prior te senior
Action Week" (October 22-29).
year, students receive Information
According to Johnson, the organi- on the Fellowship program outlinzation hopes to have a speaker on ing the application procedure and
the abortion issue at Trinity during deadline dates. Interested individthe week after Open Period.
uals are required, to submit a
DSOC was founded in 1973 and written proposal including the
Spencer notes that Trinity stuhas a very large membership - subject they would like to study, a dents have met success in the
Since Its
nationwide. In addition to sup- basic itinerary of how they would Fellowship program.
porting issues such as divestiture go about studying: it, and a involvement in 1968, Trinity has
had two years when one student
and abortion, DSOC advocates a personal statement.
national health service and stricter
A committee of five Trinity has been named a Fellow, eight
control of major corporations.
faculty members review the ap- years when two Trinity students
Members of the DSOC include plications and, based on these received Fellowhsips, and one year
Congressman Ron Dellums, Geor- written proposals, select certain when three Trinity nominees were
gia State Senator Julian Bond, students to interview. While there named Watson Fellows..
Gloria Steinem, and civil rights is no fixed number of applicants to
-, .. . .. > . cont.Mtp.5
,, .
, leader James Farmer.
' be selected,, fepflrt^SBeocer,..; this

DSOC Focuses on
South Africa

An externship is a one-week,
non-credit, non-paying experience
in which a student can shadow an
alumnus to get an inside look at a
particular career field.
Typical externships run for
one of the two weeks during spring
vacation: March 24-28 or March
31-April 4, In some instances,
sponsors may request a longer or
shorter period, depending upon the
nature of their program.
Housing, transportation and
expenses are the responsibilities of
the students, though they usually
are assigned to alumni in their own
hometown or may stay in Trinity
dormitories during the break. This
is another one of the programs that
is run jointly by the Career
Counseling Office and the Alumni
Office.
—' • '
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I)ePhillipsTeads
AD Fireside Chat

J

Administration Satisfied
with Housing Situation

internal combustion engine, the
by Steven Elmendorl
diesel engine, and the many
school more quickly through their
The impact of science and
classmen on our hall yet. When we;
inventions of Thomas Alva Edison
interactions with the upperclassCont. from p. 1
technology on societal development
say hi to them they don't even
None of these inventions were,
men and that "part of growing up
freshmen dorms; the administrawas the subject of a lecture by Dr.
rmile. Annie did concede, how-!
according to DePhillips, socially or
is realizing that no one judges you
tion could have achieved a much
Henry DePhillips,; Professor of
ever, that Jackson "was a really j
economically necessary. Their need
more even distribution. Out of 28 nice dorm that is close to Elton and; by age anymore, and that a
Chemistry, held at Alpha Delta Phi
rooms on Jones 1 first floor, seven of Jones, where the action is, but freshman girl can be best friends last Thursday night. The lecture was created by industry. DePhillips
also noted that, with 1,093 patents,
them are upperclassmen; this does doesn't have the constant partying with a senior girl." However,
was the first in a series of "Fireside
Edison has been more influential
not constitute a mixed hall." The and noise that those two dorms se'veral upperclassmen in 90-92
Chats" to be sponsored by the Phi
than any other man in many
Vernon noted that there was very
sophomore went on to say that he
Kappa chapter of AD.
technological aspects of our
little interaction between upperoften felt as if he were placed in have."
DePhillips' lecture, attended by society.
New
South
Campus
RA
Dave
classmen, let alone between upper
Jones "just to be a token upperKing alsd noted that there is not classmen and freshmen, and one approximately 25 students, cenThe age of the single entrepre
classman."
tered on two ideas: how we neur is now gone, according to
much interaction between freshfreshman
did
admit
that
he
"felt
One hall that appears to be men and upperclassmen, and that
distinguish science from technolo- DePhillips. "Technological change
functioning extremely well this upperclassmen do hot seem to be "isolated."
gy, and whether it really has an is now institutionalized. We have
Reactions from the administrayear is Jones second floor, which giving the freshmen a real chanqe.
impact on society. DePhillips felt reached a state where innovations
enjoys a mixture of both class and King commented that the upper- tion on the housing situation were
that science and technology have a arc compulsive."
guarded at this point in time. Both
sex. Commented RA Bob Doran, classmen in his dorm already Wad
"strong influence" on society. He
DePhillips closed his lecture by >
Dean of Students, David Winer and
"Things are going great, fantastic, fixed friends, and that the freshstressed however, that current wondering whether we are living in '
Director of Residential Services,
every good superlative you could men seemed to be finding friends
scientific opinion is mixed on the a runaway technology. He thinks,
think of. There is a lot of interaction outside of the dorm. He added that Tina Dow stated that the vandalism
subject.
not, but says, " W e have to pay a
rate has been lower thus far, but
between everyone." One freshman students living in suites often lose
DePhillips also discussed the
hall resident stated that "upper- the initiative to meet people,
that it tends to be higher in the technical innovations of what he lot of attention and put in a lot of
effort" to control science and
classmen are easily accessible" although there have been no ''real
spring anyway. Dow attributed the
called the Age of Materialism technology.
and another freshman male added social recluses on my floor". When
seeming decrease in vandalism to
(1890-1920). These included the
that "girts mellow out a floor and asked about the noise problem,
two factors: the expansion of the
make it more like the real world; King said that both freshmen and
RA program, and the increased
every floor should be like this!"
indignation of students over the
upperclassmen had been complainvandalism problem. Dow added
ing about the volume.
Jackson and : Wheaton, comthat she would say that the
Co6k dormitory still contains
.posed to a large degree of suites,
decrease in destruction is more
appear not to have been under- 100% freshmen areas, due to the directly attributable to the RA's,
g o i n g as successful an integration. design of the building, according to
however. Many students, accorto make contributions to his field
by Debbie Mapes
as Elton and Jones. As RA Dave; Director of Residential Services
ding to Dow, are going directly to
outside of the Trinity setting,
Carvill commented, "The narrow,' VTinaDow. "Upperclassmen tend to
RAs to confess vandalism, and
Several students addressed DeRocco replied, "I guess 1 have
uncarpeted halls, which take a/'-., keepi the doors between suites ;;
"other RAs feel secure enough in
questions on the issue of tenure to the impression that going outside is
sharp bend, just aren't as condu- • •closed, whereas freshmen keep
President Theodore D. Lockwood, rather important."
their relation with me to indeStudents
cive to hall life."
CarvU has "•theirs open," stated Dow, "so it
Dean Andrew G. De Rocco, Dean seemed to be very concerned that a
pendently collect money for
vjtioiiced that although some upper- becomes difficult for a RA > to
David Winer and Professor Charles professor who spends « lot of time
damages themselves." This year,
classmen have been mixing well function unless they are dealing
said Dow, "RA's are trying to Miller of the physics department at in his field won't be able to put as
with the fteshrnen, there are some with all freshmen or all upperclassa forum Thursday
evening much of his energy into teaching.
upperclassmen who don't know the men in a Cook area." Cook B RA impose upon students the idea that
sponsored by Students for Change
the dorm is their home" and peer
Lockwood replied, however,
, .names of ten freshman on their Linda * Scott, whose hall is all
At Trinity (CHAT).
that
teaching competency is a very
pressures
for
keeping
dorms
neater
hall, and yic,e .yersa. First Floor freshman female, commented that
important
part of the evaluation
Lockwood
presented
a
brief
have
risen.
Wheaton RA Chris Ladas rioted, as "although her gut feeling is to
history of the tenure system, which process.
did -Pits RA'Reardon, that Ujpper- spread freshmen out, the situation
Vice President of the College,
arose from "the need for job
A student questioned whether
classmen often urge freshmen to has worked out well and I no longer Thomas A. Smith stated that it was
protection." He also summarized there is any kind of reassessment
take part in disruptive activities.
have any firm opinion." Cook C too early in the year to draw any
the actual process by which a pfbeess tor tenuirsd faculty. LockRA.., Andgewi Fox,, stated. tb#t t h e ^ j e a j
<
i a
: " faculty nfemtte'r is awarded tenure.
Jackson RA*Diana:?€ha<JwVek..us.pn.e, but tha,t ,,hopefully h e ; Most of the meeting, however, was wood admitted WS (^ WaHS^t>K" *
male students ciri his hall are very , housing,
Collins commented that she
Annual Salary Assessment, tnenTis
close because triey are all freshmen would be receiving some organized
devoted to students voicing their really no ongoing evaluation of
thought it was nice to have other
feedback. Stated Smith, "In organin the same boat.
concerns about tenure, including tenured faculty; tenure means a
upperclassmen around so that the
izing the housing we were most
the criteria for tenure, the role of
freshmen had other people to turn
"person is guaranteed to a conOn the other side of campus, interested in enhancing the utilizastudent input in the process, and
to when she was out. Chadwicktinuing contract."
integration also seems to be tion of the institution, not just in
the quality of teaching which is
Collins added that she thinks the
This statement raised serious
meeting with mixed success. North cutting down on noise."
provided by tenured faculty
upperclassmen
realize
that,
questions over the issue of faculty
Campus RA Mary Hollanda exmembers.
.""freshmen are people too." How- pressed her opinion that North
obsolescence, which Lockwood
Dean of Students David Winer
Miller mentioned that the
ever, Jackson freshman Annie
agreed was a relevant concern.
Campus was a good area for stated that he has received no
following criteria are included in
Ginsbui.g and her suite roommates
freshmen in that it forces them to complaints either from upperclassDeRocco mentioned the need for
the tenure evaluation procedure:
were not so sure. Said Ginsburgh,
move around instead of staying in men or from freshmen specifically
"continuous faculty development."
"excellence in teaching, evidence
"A large majority'of upperclasstheir rooms. Mary stated that she about the inbreased dispersion of
When asked whether there were
of scholarship, evidence of creative
men here don't want to bother with
thought the freshmen girls on her freshmen, Winer noted that he has
ways "of enforcing
faculty
work, evidence of contribution to
the freshmen. We don't even know,
development," DeRocco replied
received fewer complaints about
the institution and to his field" as
the names of some of the upper- hall were being assimilated into the
dorms and rooms in general this
that "to a certain extent it is
well as letters of support and
year, but whether this was due to
possible to provide assistance,"
recommendation from people
the allocation of classes could hot
but, he is looking for "a way of
outside of the college community.
be determined so early in the year.
creating a climate vliich en
Students
voiced
several
"Assimilation",
according to
courages faculty desire f<"
questions regarding the relative
Winer,
"encompasses
many
value of various elements in the development." Miller slated that
1
elusive factors. We will have no
"there is a procedure foi getting iW
'
evaluation criteria. When asked
substantial answers until at best
of incompetent faculty," but mosi
how important it is for a professor
the end of the first semester.
of the administrators present
agreed that establishing what
incompetency means is difficult
and rarely done.
;
A few students seemed to feel;
that noiHenured faculty lack the
freedom of expression which their
tenured colleagues enjoy. Lockwood answered that this was not a
major problem as tenured faculty
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Watson Fellowship
eont. from p. 3
Freedom to choose one's topic
of'Study is one of the Watson
Fellowship's most intriguing aspects. It is specified only that
students "develop projects that
require study of an independent
sort", says Spencer, Gary Abramson, one of this year's nine
candidates, would like to study the
Western Sahara, an ex-colony of
Spain located in Northern Africa.
He proposes to investigate the
"politics, economics and legal
questions" involved in the struggle
over that area. Doug Duberstein,
another of the nine selected
seniors, would use his fellowship to
study the Jewish identity. To do
this, he plans to travel to England,
Germany, Spain and Israel to
research the Jewish communities
that have "shaped" the present
Israeli state. Both Abramson and
Duberstein have been interviewed
by the Trinity committee and found
the experience a "congenial" one.
Watson Fellows may not spend
much of their fellowship year in the
U.S., or enrolled in any institution
here or abroad, says Spencer. A

Fellow's only other obligations are
to "maintain contact" with the
Foundation throughout their year
abroad, and to submit an "evaluation of their Fellowship year,
together with an accounting of the
expenditure of Fellowship funds."
Final awards will be announced
in March, 1980 by the Thomas J.
Watson Foundation.

Intern
cont. from p. 2
since he spent his junior year
studying abroad, he did not contact
the office until this year. He began
working as soon as he returned to
Hartford in September.
Working hours for Benz are 2
p.m. to 5 p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays. He will
receive one general academic
credit for the internship, which
lasts the entire semester.
Professor Ward Curran, Benz's
internship advisor, requires him to
keep a daily journal and to write a
paper at the end of the internship
in order to obtain the credit.
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SGA Forms Pub, Noise,888!
Van Committees

coot, from p. 2
A Van Committee was formed
to deal with the problems concerning the student van: The Committee will look into the praticality of
keeping the van in light of Connecticut's new law which specifies
that the driver must have a bus
driver's license. The Committee
has many options from which to
choose. These options include:
paying special drivers, getting a
station wagon (no special license
necessary), or simply getting rid of
the van. The major question facing
the Committee is whether or not
there is sufficient student demand
for any vehicle of this type. The
Van Comittee's members are David
Clark '80, Mike Huebsch '80, Tom
Hefferan '82, and Lyn Snodgrass
'82.
Dan Vincenzo '80, of ConnPIRG
(Connecticut Public Interest Research Group), asked the S.G.A. to
approve a change in the refund
policy procedure. Vincenzo's proposal was to make refunds more

readily available to students by
setting up tables in Mather Dining
Hail to give immediate cash
refunds. Last year, students had to
go to the second floor of Mather to
request refunds and then had to
wait two weeks to receive a refund
by mail. The S.G.A. approved
Vincenzo's suggestion, though
some members thought the refunds
should no be so readilv accessible.
There have been requests by
many students for more vending
machines in the dorms. The S.G.A.
formed a committee to try and
organize people in the dorms to
purchase vending machines and to
keep them filled. The Committee
consists of Dave Palmers '82, Wat
Stearns "83, Chris Sullivan '83, and
Soraya Zarghami '83.
A SAGA Committee was established to suggest improvements
needed in SAGA. One of the
Committee's main objectives is to
attempt to get SAGA to offer
'students more types of meal plans,
such as a 14-meal plan to allow

students who don't eat breakfast to
save money, by not paying for
"unused" breakfasts.
The members of the Constitution Committee were elected. The
Committee evaluates the constitutions of any group- or ,club that
receives money from the S.G.A.
Budget Committee. Members of
the Course Evaluation Committee
were also elected. The Committee
plans to evaluate only the second
semester this year. Many students
feel the Course Evaluation Booklet
is not very reliable. Lyn Snodgrass
'82 thought the problem was with
the survey sheet which has not
been revised in many years, The
elections of committee liasons,
members of the Mather Committee, and members of the Housing
Advisory Committee, which suggests improvements in the dorm
system, were also on the S.G.A.'s
agenda. Robert Herbst '80, was
elected S.G.A. parliamentarian.
The next Student Government
meeting will be on Monday,
October 29 at 9:30 in Mather.

Announcements
AIESEC
There will be an AIESEC meeting
on Tuesday, Oct. 16, at 7:30, in
Wean Lounge. Please try to attend.
Contact box 5000 if you won't be
there.

Coffee House
The Coffee House in Mather will be
moved Wed. only to Wean lounge.
8:00 - Midnight. Please join us.

Community Dorm

6
9

Several students and faculty
• want to create a community dorm
or house. Together we will develop
a mutually supportive environment, in which openness and
honesty are the rule rather than the
exception. The atmosphere will be
an exciting, stimulating one, because we as a group will make it
that way! As well as giving one
another support in the pursuit of
individual interests, we will be
creating group interests, too. Our
focus will be not only on living
together; we will step outside the ~
Trinity campus to make ourselves a
part of the outer community. The
way in which we choose to do this is
a decision to be made by the whole
group. A regular Trinity course will
be given as a part of this, to help us
with our living experiment. If you
have come to Trinity to- truly learn
and are tired of the way human
potential is wasted outside of the
classroom here, you might be
interested in talking with us. We
will be meeting Thursday, October
18, at 10:00 p.m. in Wean lounge.
If you cannot make the meeting
contact Laura Cohen, Box 521 or
Bob Doran, Box 555.

curities of every consumer in
America.
A general discussion of the film
will follow the 12:30 p.m. and 4:00
p.m. showings. Following the 8:00
p.m. showing, a panel of women
concerned with this issue will
explore with the audience some
possibilities for change.

Christian Fellowship
The Trinity Christian Fellowship will meet Thursday night at
7:30 p.m. in Goodwin Lounge.

ConnPIRG News
Approximately 6 percent of Hartford's property taxes ($6 million)
go uncollected each year. There is
evidence that property tax delinquency is linked to property neglect
and abandonment. If you are
interested in participating in a
study of Hartford's tax collection
policy and its effects on the city,
contact Jack Hale at 525-8312 or
Lisa Schwartz, Box 1637.

Study Abroad
There will be general information
meetings on study abroad in
Alumni Lounge on the following
dates:
:
Wednesday, 17 October 1979,
10:30 a.m.
Tuesday, 30 October 1979, 11:00
a.m.
Wednesday, 7 November 1979,
2:00 p.m.
Monday, 12 November 1979, 9:00
a.m.

Carter's Re-election

An organizational meeting for
Trinity's Carter Reelection Com. mittee will be held this Thursday,
"the eighteenth, in, Wean Lounge at
4:00. Anyone interested is invited
"KILLING US SOFTLY: Adver- to attend. For information write
tising's Image of Women," a Box 165 or 125.
half-hour film, will be shown on
Wednesday, October 17 in McCook
Auditorium at 12:30 p.m., 4:00
p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
The film, based On a multiA new kitchenette complete
media presentation created by Jean
Kilbourne, uses hundreds of ads with stove, oven, sink, and refrigeft-om magazines, newspapers, al- rator has just been installed in the
bum covers and storefront windows Trinity Women s Center on the
to anaijs-.e a §40 billion industry third floor of the Mather Campus
These aew cooking
- "" the fears and inse- Center.

Advertising Film

Navy

Women's Center
News

facilities are available for use by
anyone of the Trinity .community
during the Center's regular hours •
l-5p.m. daily and 7-10 p.m. Sunday
thru Thursday.
The Trinity Women's Center would
appreciate any loans or donations
of books dealing ^with women's
issues that could be added to the
Center's library: The library is
located in the Women's Center on
the third floor of Mather. Students
and faculty are also welcome to
borrow books and magazines.

Irish Studies
A general information meeting
on the School of Irish Studies,
Dublin will be held in the Committee Room on Thursday, 25 October
1979, at 5:00 p.m. Mr. Michael
Scott, Dean of this program, will be
present.

German Table
For all students interested in
having the opportunity to speak
German, there will be a "German
table", meeting in the Cave every
Wednesday at 4:00 starting tomorrow, October 17. We will be
discussing the possibility of forming a.dub interested in German
culture and language. Any further
questions, contact Professor Carl
Hansefl (ext. 283), Leonie Hershfield (Box 1755) or Paul Orlando
(Box 1239).

CWEALF
The Connecticut Women's Educational
and
Legal
Fund
(CWEALF) needs volunteers to
help out in the Hartford office.
CWEALF is, committed to eliminating sexism .through litigation
and through education:
After a training period, an
intern would help staff the Intake
and Referral program by assessing
legal problems and making the
proper referrals.
The intern would also assist in
researching and writing legal bulletins and in running workshops.
Because of the training required, the student should be prepared
to commit 10 hours a week to
CWEALF.

If you are interested in this exerting
internship, call
Joann Onacki
CWEALF
57 Pratt St.-Suite 410
, Hartford
247-6090

Booksale
Trinity College Library Booksale; Library Lobby; Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday - October 17,18,
19. Sale begins Wednesday, 10:00
AM and ends Friday, 4:00 PM.
Clothbound and paperback books
on all subjects.

London Program
A general information meeting
on the British and European
Studies Group, London will be held
on Monday, 29 October 1979, at the
following times and places: 10:00
a.m. in the Committee Room and
2:30 p.m. in Alumni Lounge. The
principal, C.A.C. Wilson, will be
present

History Thesis

CCO News
Susan McGill Cross '76, who is
attending the University of Pennsylvania Medical School, will be
visiting Trinity on Thursday, October 18 at 2i30 p.m. in Wean Lounge
to respond to students' questions
about medical school!

Jazz Ensemble
The Greater Hartford Concert
Band and jazz ensemble (6th
season), a concertizing, adult community organization has openings
in reed, F Horn sections; tuba, bass
guitar. Rehearsals Tuesday evenings. Concerts are on Tuesday
evenings or Sunday afternoons.
Call director 666-3232.

Women's Courses

The Women's Center will be
offering two courses during the
Christmas term
y.':f
A self-defense course, taught by
Peggy Outcuft of Neighborhood
Women Against Rape, will be
offered on Tuesday evenings from
7 to 8:30 p.m. in the Wrestling
Room of the Ferris Athletic Center,
The class will begin tonight,
October 16, and will run until
A general information meeting
December 11. (Gass wilt not be
on the Ithaca College/London
held on Tuesday, October 23,
Semester will be held in Alumni
during Open Period.) The course is
Lounge, Tuesday, 16 October 1979,
open-to all women in the Trinity
at 4:00 p.m. Ms. Malve Slocum,
community. Sign-up and a $5.00
Director of Foreign Study at Ithaca,
fee are required. Register in the
will be present.
Women's Center.
An
assertiveness
training
course, taught by Deanne Shapiro,
of the Hartford YWCA, will be held
on Thursdays, from 4 to 6 p.m. it
"How to Examine Your
the Women's Center. An introBreast",,a ten minute film production to assertiveness training
duced by the American Cancer
will be held on Thursday, NovemSociety, will be available for ber 1 from 4 to 5 p.m. in Wear
viewing in the Women's Center Lounge. All are invited to thii •
from October 15 through the 19, 1 introductory meeting, at the end a •
to 5 P.M. and 7 to 10 P.M. Come which registration for the extendec
and practice this simple j important course will occur. The fee for the,'
procedure on the "Betsey Model".
week course is $5.00.
Any questions about either othese courses should be uireeted t<
the Women's Center. {Third floor
Mather Campus Center, Ext. 459
Table Francaise - le Mardi, Box 1385, Open 1-5 p.m. daily, an<
6:45,
Mather Hall, the "Red 7 - 10 p.m. Sunday through
Thursday!.
.,
,. '
Scurn1"' <f ow white).
There will be a meeting of
history majors who are writing
senior theses in the Committee
Room of Mather Campus Center at
4:00 p.m. on Tuesday, October 16.

Ithaca Program

Women's Film
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Hartford
Process Promotes Hartford
byCarolieWildrick
"Cities work best when the
people who live in them actively
participate in what is going on in
them," commented Morton
Coleman, who as President of the
Hartford Process, is concerned
with community involvement and
the relationship of the city with the
suburbs.
The Hartford Process, as it was
so named in 1971 by its former
president, is designed to strengthen
the community and foster it's
growth through the direct action of
concerned citizens groups, town
officiate, and local businesses.
Hartford Process is not a community develop as such, nor is
Process interested in accepting or
• wielding any public power. Rather,
the Hartford Process's chief
function, says Coleman, "is not to
tell people what to do, but instead!
to help people to achieve what they
want to achieve."
As Hartford has Changed, so
•has the Hartford Process.
Originally, Process, in 1972, was
started by the businessmen
responding to,the need for a more
unified city and surrounding neighborhood. Like any fledgling group,
the original Process made
mistakes, got over its head in some
situations, and lost the essential
trust of the community. Process
was. reshaped in 1977 after some
serious controversy and is now led
by Coleman.

The overriding objective of the
group over the years has remained
unchanged, but the method of
approaching the social problems of
Hartford has been modified.
Coleman simply stated, that the
new Process "creates an environment where people can work
together from diverse economic
backgrounds and needs. We don't
do things to people, but rather, we
encourage committees to work on
issues themselves. We are concerned with the welfare of groups
struggling to articulate their
housing, educational and employment needs, and help these
groups to develop capacities in
which to function."
Coleman, a social worker and
educator by trade, is probably the
most integral member of the 25man board of directors. Trained as
a social worker and educator at the
University of Pittsburgh, Coleman
later went on to become a dean at
the same school, and is presently
on leave from the University of
Connecticut where he is Dean of
the School of Social Work.
Coleman feels strongly that the
culmination of the diverse talents
and backgrounds of the Board of
Directors is a major factor in the
success of the group as a functional
unit.

The board meets monthly, and
its meetings are open to the public.
The permanent staff, apart from
the Board of Directors, consists
primarily of four assistants and a
troups of commissioned consultants who are available to the
Process when needed. Coleman is
the administrator.
The Process believes that in
order for a city to survive, its
inhabitants need a forum for advancement and free expression.
Process has concentrate'd in three
areas of specialization: Community
"Liason"
Programs, Urban
Programs, and programs advocating the cooperation of the 29town Capitol area in regional
issues.
T
The Urban Program, focuses on
projects important to city neighborhoods. For three years, this
program has supported numerous
(over a dozen) local Hartford
organizations.

The board runs the gamut in
professional; spectrum from the
former. Chairman ' of Aetna Life
and Casualty Company to
President of the Hartford NAACP,

Morten Coleman, President of the Hartford Process in his office
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The rehabilitation of the Labor
temple building on Park Street is
one of Hartford Process's most
recent success stories The Process
did no^ build the temple, give
the rehabilitators money, or
organize their group. Rather,
Process helped them secure
$327,009 in private and public
funds to renovate and rehabilitate
the Park Street landmark.
The Hartford Process ' itself
operates on a $250,000 a year
budget funded primarily by money
raised outside of Hartford. HUD,
the Ford Foundation,' and local
businesses coupled with monies
provided by the Process reserve
finance the^budget.
The question corn.es to mind
when examining the goals of such
an operation - "Why haven't 1
heard of this group?" The primary
reason is the low profile which the
Process maintains. The Process
acts behind the scenes, as sort of a
catalyst helping other organizations work for change.
The Process's past, moreover,
does not lend itself well >to
publicity. Just as for any good
omelet eggs have to be broken, the
beginning' years of the Hartford
process, created some embarrassments. The
Process
"planned" a city in Coventry,
Connecticut, Vast sums of money
were lost as the project fell into
disfavor and ultimately failed.
Also, detrimental to the Process's
image was the printing of a poorly
worded menio, interpreted by
some to have racist overtones.
Since the days of the memo and
Coventry, the Process has been revamped, and according to
Coleman similar failures could not
develop today. Said Coleman,
"Although we face-no real opposition with our past, the Qd
Process aura of the memo will be
with us for a long time."
The success of the Hartford
Process seems to outweigh its
troubled past. Innovative regional
projects and community education
have all been history to the
Process. Said Coleman, "Hartford
has a definite need for an
organization like the Hartford
Process. I think we have a solid
future." "Of course," added
Coleman, "our successes are
limited. Long range goals affecting
all of humanity can't be changed by

Much of the new supermarket's clientele is Hispanic.

AAarketCelebrates
Opening Day
by Alex Price
Carol Murphy, head spokesperson of People W'thout a Skywalk
bustled up and down the aisles explaining to shoppers that the
market wasn't officially afeefa for business for another half-hour. No
matter. Neighborhood residents who had gone 18 moHthS^WJtWto a
neighborhood supermarket apparently didn't want to wait. . ^**&The reopening of the Washington St. supermarket under new
management last Wednesday was the culmination of a year and half
long effort by the community to bring a supermarket back to the
area. Despite the unseasonal snow, elderly citizens and members of
the neighborhood's large Hispanic community filled the store and
applauded loudly as Dorothy Buck of Washington St. cut the
obligatory red ribbon. Spanish radio WLVH broadcasted the event
live.
Almost 18 months ago, A&P pulled out of the store because it
wasn't making enough money. As. there is no other full-service
supermarket in the area, neighborhood residents organized People
Without a Skywalk (in reference to the "Skywalk" connecting
businesses downtown.) to bring another supermarket into the
building.
"A lot of people were contemplating moving because there was
no major supermarket," said Ms. Murphy. Murphy said that
people who did not have cars, or were unable to use them, suffered
from the loss of the supermarket. 60% of the A&P business was
walk-in, she said.
At first the group had some difficulty finding an appropriate
businessman to open the market. A&P had stripped $100,000 worth
of coolers and accessories form the store so that substantial
financial backing was needed to refurbish the market. Eventually, it
cost $250,000 to reopen the store.
Meanwhile, the management of the building was accepting
proposals from businesses who did not want to operate a
supermarket; at one time a roller-rink was proposed.
•' However, Skywalk pressured city hall and the Hartford
Economic Development Company (HEDCO), and eventually their
efforts paid off. The City Council passed a resolution that the
building could only be used for a supermarket. Hedco helped write a
proposal for Small Business Administration (SBA) Loan.
Eventually, with Connecticut Bank and Trust's help, Skywalk
found Pedro Ortiz who runs another market on Main St. Mr. Ortiz
was interested in expanding and agreed to operate the market. CBT
arranged the loan", which was guaranteed by the SBA.
Mr. Ortiz was pleased with the crowd on opening day. Although
A&P had problems with the store, he expects it to do well, as do his
financial backers at CBT.
CBT Loan Representative Fernando Comulada explained that
Mr. Ortiz "has the support of the community. They like Pedro,
trust hjm^l^h.ould be an ingredient to his success." Almost all of
the employees at the market are Hispanic.
Participants at the opening celebration seemed generally excited
about the new stote.
Irwin Jones of Hedco said that the opening of the store was "the
most thrilling thing to happen to me at Hedco. When I first saw it, it
was a gutted out building. I said, 'No way'." Angelo Lattore,
President of the Hispanic Businessmen's Association said that the
store was a symbol of Spanish achievement in Hartford.
Shoppers who came for the opening were pleased about the
market. One woman who did not wish to be identified said that her
business would depend on the store's security. She said that she
had stopped going to Finast on New Britain Avenue because of
loiterers there. Clinton Merrell of Washington St. said pric«s were ' 'a little higher'.'. than gfajgwhsre, but dida't seem to w*$*
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Editorial
The Evolution of Open Period
It seems.that every year at about this time the
normally conservative editor of the Tripod whips up an
editorial condemning in his or her most intellectual
prose the vacation that is Open Period. "What a mess
the whole thing has become," is the general thrust of
these things. The values stressed by this our liberal arts
environment are stressed as the seeming anti-intellectualism of Open Period is lamented.
Why do we students have to prove how uninterested
we really are in learning by taking it on the lamb every
October and February? Why can't Open Period
maintain its original purpose and function as a time of
devoted, on-campus productivity? These painfully
hackneyed cries of liberal arts angst do not come solely
from editors of the Tripod; they are echoed by the
faculty, administration, Board of Fellows, Trustees,
and anyone else who might feel some responsibility
toward the College.
But really, what can they expect? Darwin should
have been so lucky as to have had an example of human
adaptability and evolutionary processes as apparent as
the case offerred by Open Period. What a tribute to
man's talents for turning a circumstance to his own
advantage is this time! Let^s just take a look at the
facts, okay?
Originally, Open Period was only a five-day break
encompassing the last three days of a school week and
the accompanying weekend. Five days off; that's just
about enough time to do a little work but not quite
enough to take off and have a good time. However, of

course, one might really put the o!' nose to the
grindstone and get a lot done before the break, in which
case one could probably get it together for a trip to
Boston or N.Y.C.
It must have been at about this point that the faculty
realized the potential which Open Period offered as a
time during which mid-term exams, papers, and
projects could be graded. What a great thing Open
Period could be, they thought, especially if exams could
be given before it!! And so they were.
But we students were naturally unhappy with
having to catch up on all the work we were supposed to
be doing during Open Period before Open Period so
that we'd be ready for mid-terms, especially since we
only got a five-day breather after the mid-term rush as
compensation. If only we could have the entire week
off; that would extend our five-day recovery period to
nine days. With that much time we could definitely
justify a trip to Florida, or some other such place that
we'd have to board a plane to get to. Also, were Open
Period a full nine days, the faculty could surely get all
of their mid-terms grade.
And !o! Open Period became nine days. That's
where we are now. Isn't it amazing? A time designed
for catching up and preparation for mid-terms and
extended on-campus projects has become a time for
needed rest after mid-term pressure. And all of this
happened quite naturally, with no real design or intent.
"Think of that, Hedda!"

the Edit
Pub Plea
Dear Sirs,
It seems I write this same letter
every year about this time. Winter
approaches, midterms hit and my
letter appears in the Tripod.
Perhaps this year will be the last, I
certainly hope it is.
There is apparently a small
mindless group of persons wander-

ing around wreaking havoc on the
Campus Center. In the last month
we have suffered the loss of: 2 and
a half dozen beer pitchers and 3
dozen beer glasses from the Pub;
and about $1,000 worth of damage
to a football video-game which will
only cost us credibility; and 4
potted plants in 6" green plastic
pots from Wean Lounge which I
would really like to have back if
anyone knows where they are.
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Steve Forbert; his presence demanded respect which I am afraid
was not given. Students paid to
hear Forbert sing and it is their
responsibility to give him a chance
to listen. It is also just plain polite.
I am aware that a certain level
of noise is to be expected but it is
inexcuseable when this noise
reaches a point where the performer is noticeably upset. I was
embarrassed at the. disrespect
displayed.
Sincerely,
Someone's music is a very
Wayne J. Asmus, Director personal gift and in giving this gift
• Mather Campus Center the musician is reaching out. By
talking, you are denying this effort.
I hope that in future performances
students will display more admirable behavior; listen first - talk
To the Editor:
later.

AD Thanks

Editor
Peter Bain

Hartford Editor
Alex Price

We, at Mather, are trying very
hard to make it a nice place to visit
rather than a walk way from South
Campus to the Quad. These thefts
and acts of vandalism are making
things less than ideal. If you would
like to return any of the plants,
glasses or pitchers, please feel
free. If you know who is doing
these things, try and convince them
to: 1) stop and: 2) return items or
come and tell me.

Arts Editors
Sarah Jane Nelson
Barbara J. Selmo
Features Editor
GaryAbramson

,

Announcements Editor
Amy Polayes
Copy Editors
Peggy Kenton
' David Clark 1 Advertising Manager
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The TRIPOD is published by the students of Trinity College, and
is written and edited entirely by the student staff. All materials
are edited and printed at the discretion of the editorial board;
material is warmly encouraged: Deadline for articles, letters to
the editor and other editorial page copy is 5 P.M., Saturday
preceding Tuesday's TRIPOD; deadline for advertisements is 12
P.M. Saturday/The TRIPOD offices are located in Jackson Hall
Basement. Office hours: Saturday,3-5 P.M., Sunday from 9 a.m.
Telephone 246-1829 or 527 3151, ext.252 Mailing address: Box
:••-, •!•„ ,,.,.-:>.•>_.„.-..,. ^nartfprti-C6rin.oi4106
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The brothers of the Alpha Delta
Phi wish to express their thanks for
the .large turnout last Wednesday
for the benefit of the Northern
Connecticut Tornado victims. The
large response made possible a
donation of over $300 to the
Tornado Emergency Fund. This
donation is another positive response by the Trinity College
community in support of those
people who make up the surrounding community of Hartford. We
hope that future responses to those
in,need around us will be as
successful. Thank-you to everyone
who attended.
Sincerely,
The Brothers of Alpha Delta Phi

Rudeness
Dear Sirs,
As a member: of the Student
Government Planning Board at
Trinity, I was very distressed at the
behavior of my fellow students at
Club " T " on Friday night. The
Board was extremely lucky in

Sincerely,
Kate Meyers'82

Adventures
Dear Sirs:
'-'. The maps that .they gave us to
navigate
through
northern
Minnesota and the Quetico stated
explicitly ' 'these maps not intended for navigational purposes",
but most of us did not read the fine
print until half way through the
course; consequently we had innumerable altercations concerning
our position in certain bodies -of
•Water. No, Virginia, there were no
street signs!
One of the highlights included
pur group solo, whence,we were
• placed on an island, the eight of us,
with only a limited supply. of the
essential items, food, tents, sleeping bags, teddy bears, e t c We
ended up with two tents and four
sleeping bags among other FruFru. The night of the solo (Debby
was not present), we initiated a

supper, then we stood around in a
circle and rubbed each other's
backs-hopping around in the circle
simultaneously.
That night the eight of us slept
in one four man tent-two sleeping
bags above us and two below-all of
us scrunched together in a group
fetal position!
Later, while rock climbing at
Lake Superior cliffs, Martha Bullen
(one of the less agressive members
of the brigade) hung from a nylon
rope, 75 feet above the icy water
and wailed and bellowed in agony
and frustration. Martha had a fear
of heights, and was tired with the
process of scaling the 100 feet or so
that we had to climb to the top.
Apparently, Martha underestimated the MOBS personnel, thinking that they would respond to hei '
discomfort.
They ; respondedMartha was going to stay suspended on that rock face until she
struggled her way up. I was making
a climb at a site which must have
been a field-hockey field away, yet •,
I and my buddy heard her wailing '
for what seemed like an hour.
One afternoon .we paddled
along Lake Eskwagama on our way
home from a rnini-expedition-our ;
maps showed that there was a ;
small creek between Eskwagamo ;
and Brent Lake, our avenue1 home. ^
A number of us decided that we
should try SLOGGING the creek as .
a pleasant diversion, instead of •
taking the more easy portage trail. But when it got to actually -••
commencing our SLOG, most of us .were much less enthusiastic -about ''
J:hefadventure--it so happenedthat ."
this' "creek" consisted of no more ,,"
than a small rivulet of water-which
wasn't even flowing! ,."
At.the sight of ihis'iridiculous
excuse for a creek, a number of our
members voted to take the portage
trail. I--fool that I was-remained
adamant in my determination <°
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Letters to the Editor
cont. from p. 7
take the creek, volunteered to take
the 50-lb. food pack on my back.
We left the canoes and everything
else by the lake and began
slogging--a process much like
wading through Cream of Wheat
after copious amounts of sticky
molasses have been added. As we
progressed, the muck became
deeper and stickier. Within 100
yards of starting the expedition--!
(fearless leader) sank thigh-deed
into the quagmire--only to be
rescued by prodigious efforts on
the part of Wesley (our resident
cow-poke) and Michael (the college
drop-out). It served me right--and
struck a note of glee in the hearts
and minds of the early dissenters
(the oafs!)..,
Cheers,
.....
Jeffrey Granfield

Can't Compare
Dear Editor:
The review by Peggy Wass of
the Pipes and timbrel in last
week's Tripod was unexceptional.
As member of Timbrel, I .was quite
disappointed in Ms. Wass' comparison of these two, very different
groups.
The fact that the Pipes and
Timbrel performed together should
not automatically place them in
comparison. Ms. Wass says that "it
is most unfortunate that they
placed themselves in comparison
with the Pipes." I wish she had
found it "unfortunate" enovgh to
leave out the comparisons from her
review, where they actually
originated.
It may be true that the Pipes are

generally more appealing to a
diverse audience, but within that
diversity there is a mole select
group to which Timbrel appeals.
(Apparently the reviewer was not
attracted enough even to
remember one name of a song from
Timbrel's repertoire.) Timbrel is a
madrigal group; the Pipes are a
folk group. Neither one may be
discussed in terms of the other.
Respectfully Yours,
Marian L. Davis, '81

ConnPIRG Rebate
Dear Sirs,
On Wednesday, October 17, and
Thursday, October 18, the Connecticut Public Interest Research
Group (ConnPIRG) will issue refunds to students.
What is ConnPIRG, and why
does it do this? CowiPIRG is a
student-run, student-financed organization, active on the Trinity
campus since 1973. It is Trinity's
only student public affairs organization.
In the past, student research has
produced consumer guides to banking, student housing, auto repair
rights, credit, and drugstore and
supermarket prices.
ConnPIRG was instrumental in
the passage of the bottle bill,
farmland preservation legislation,
the "solar loans" bill, and antinuclear legislation in Connecticut.
Last year, ConnPIRG members
organized Sun Day '79, solar
energy progrmas, and consumer
complaint centers.
They led
succesful fights against proposals
to raise the legal drinking age, and

to allow the phone company to
charge for information.
Current Tirnity PIRG projects
include a student complaint table in
Mather Hall three times a week,
and R.A.T., the newspaper recycling bin outside Elton. Research is being completed on
nuclear power, the home heating
oil and gasoline shortage, standardized testing abuse (how the SATs
and GREs rip you off), food coops,
and local farmers' markets.
Trinity PIRG is part of a
statewide organization (other chapters at UHartford, UConn, Wesley an University, and Central Connecticut State College). It is run by
a student Board of directors,
elected annually in the SGA
elections. Its budget comes from a
$2 refundable fee collected from
each Trinity student by Trinity
College.
This system is fairer than
mandatory funding. If ConnPIRG
.were funded by student governments, every student would be
forced to contribute indirectly to
ConnPIRG.
The separate fee
system enables ConnPIRG to hire a
professional staff to provide continuity and expertise to the organization during vacations, examinations, and graduation. However, it also allows students not
wishing to support ConnPIRG to
obtain a refund each semester.
ConnPIRG is the only student
organization on campus which does
this.
To obtain a refund, come to the
post office in Mather Hall on
Wednesday, between 12:30 and
2:30 p.m., or Thursday, between 3
and 5 p.m. Present your student

I.D., and receive a check.
If yon are unable to get to the
table either day, submit your
name, box number, class, and
signature by 5 p.m. Thursday to
ConnPIRG refunds, Box 6000,
Trinity College. You will receive a
check within a week.
Sincerely,
Daniel M. Vincenzo
Chairman
Trinity PIRG Local Board

Biased News
Dear Sirs,

participated in the protest or to
minimize their concerns. However,
the tone of this news account
suggests to me that that was
precisely the intention of the
particular reporter assigned to this
story.
Kathy Frederick
Director of Media Relations

Protest Support
Dear Sirs,
We wish to express our support
for the women and men who
protested the tasteless and offensive publicity for two fraternity
parties ("Kamana Wana Laya"
and "Studio 69") on October 6.
This protest was a spontaneous
reaction on the part of various
individuals - women and men,
students, faculty, administrators,
and staff - to sexism. These
individuals realized that this single
incident was indicative of the sexist
mentality which permeates the
Trinity social scene.
Though the Women's Center
did not organize this protest, we
would like to call for a campus-wide
forum on Thursday, October 18 at 8
P.M. in the Washington Room to
address the issues raised by the
party titles and the resulting
demonstration. We encourage all
members of the Trinity community
to take advantage of this opportunity to air their views on this crucial
human issue.

I wish to comment on the' 'news
story" carried by the TRIPOD
last week on the protest to the
Fraternity party themes.
I was dismayed that the story,
which was not labelled as commentary, reflected such a clear bias on
the part of the unidentified reporter
who wrote it. Phrases such as "As
fun lovers everywhere know, every
theme party needs a splashy, galvinizing title..." and "Some of the
feminists' polemic may have
sounded (sic) not too subtle" have
no place in a news story, which
should be a factual account of the
events which transpired.
I think that the news reporter
would also have been well advised
to interview, and quote, participants in the protest rather than to
speculate about their motives and
intentions. The reporter did manage, I noticed, to interview members of the fraternities and guests
at the parties.
l a m confident that it was not
ocasl
the TRIPOD editors' intention to The Women's Center Coordinates
belittle the women and men who
Committee

Commentary
The Closet Should Be Locked from Outside
Although times have changed
elsewhere In Hartford, Trinity Is In
a self-destructive holding pattern
In terms of its sexual outlook.
Hartford has a gay church, a
non-discriminatory policy, a few
gay bars, and Trinity College.
Right here, In about 30 percent of
ont bedrooms, is a bulwark of
students engaged in a form of
lonely masochism that, hurts them
and benefits no one. It's wrong and
It has to stop.
Trinity gays-lesbians unite!
Three years ago a very touching,
true, and pertinent commentary
was written and published by the
TRIPOD. The messages carried
within apply even more now than
then.
A couple walks down the street
holding hands and turns into a little
cafe. They sit down at the counter
and order, oblivious to the stares
and jibes, the hatred and hostility
directed al them.
This couple is gay.
The days of the Stonewall Inn
and rock-throwing gay liberation
are over, but the need for action,
and more importantly, communication and understanding, is ever
present. Perhaps you know someone who is gay; perhaps you think
you d d n ' t .

• •. •

There is-no-need to "sell" the
gay lifestyle or commitment, or to
*«.. btsa /ftwtv*i*'.janvtme;

no one

of rejection and hostility. There is
however a crying need for understanding. This is one reason why
we feel there should be some kind
of organization at Trinity where
gays can turn when they are
"icking" out, or a channel for
1
concerned students to use who
want to help the gay underground
at Trinity. This organization must,
of necessity, at least for now,
provide total discretion to its
members. Students must be assured that their "cover will not be
destroyed, that their names will not
be revealed. We think we have
provided this confidentiality for all
concerned students.
Studies have shown (particularly in males, according to Kinsey)
that one person in six is "completely homosexual," and that person
may be living a life of solitary hell.
This figure even omits the vast
number of bisexual individuals who
cannot reveal their need for
physical and emotional love for
individuals of both - sexes. The
average "straight" individual has
probably never thought about his
sexual object choice preference; we
were all taught by Mommy and
Daddy that we would grow up,
marry, and have children. The gay
individual only chooses to be gay in
that he chooses to reject such
patterns of socialization in order to
accept his own sexuality.
In making that lifestyle choice
the gay, and even bisexual individual,-is* presented with •tremendoustegfci,,and social obstacles*,Jn

paste and deodorant ads, and
appeals to the American dream,
the gay individual encounters
multifarious legal problems: an
employer is permitted to fire an
individual because he is gay, and
the gay individual has no legal
recourse (see a recent California
decision; gay civil rights legislation
is consistently voted down in
Connecticut, although there is yet
hope); a gay couple cannot legally
make love in many states (a recent
Virginia ruling; Connecticut does
have a "Consenting Adult" law);
gay individuals are consistently
denied public housing all over the
country!
,
Buy why should gay individuals
have any civil rights? Why should
they be permitted the free expression of love and lifestyle? Epithets
such as pervert, faggot and queer
saturate the existence of a gay
individual who chooses an J 'out of
the closet" lifestyle. Yet are gays
so very different? How can you tell
one from a "het"? The limp
wristed swishy-hipped queen is as
unpopular among most gays, who
disdain "pansies" and screaming
"queens" as he is among
straights. Acceptance of them is
simply more possible in the empathetk gay community. The gay
community is, by painful experience, more sensitive to the needs
of social outcasts; besides that,
they are not afraid of catching it.
How, then, can you identify the
gay individual? On the average,
ey^are^tall,,.think,, good looking,

underground, the subculture of
short side, blond, dark, hair
dresser, football player, poet, truck acceptance, or they may read
driver, doctor, student. In short, articles like this, If they are not so
there, are no external traits of lucky, they are doomed to a life of
gayness. The gay individual is just 'frustration, self-hatred and lonelithat: an individual, like you or ness. Parents...did you ever try to
me. He is an individual first, and present a poor grade at high school
gay second, just like male or to your parents? Telling your
female, black or white, preppie or parents you are gay is like
public high. And just like you, the presenting them with a bad grade
gay individual needs to be loved in life. More guilt, more rejection,
and accepted for who he or she is. more loneliness. Most gays do not
Homosexuals have a reputation even try, hoping that parents •will
for promiscuity. "Gay bars" are go to the grave with visions of
reputed cattle markets, where grandchildren engraved in their
looks and meat determine the hearts.
price. This is a gross misrepresenWhy write all this now? Betation. For many homosexuals cause the time has come for the
these bars are as distasteful as they Trinity gay underground to stop
are for reputed heterosexuals. wallowing in misery, to stop
Gays who frequent these bars treat clandestine meetings arranged on
them as quasi-fraternities, a collec- bathroom walls, to stop the mastion of brothers and sisters with a turbation of grief which is s°
common bond. To be sure there are comforting, and to unite. Trinity
pick ups-like any singles bar-but gays and concerned students have
the het who screams the loudest a responsibility to themselves, to
about gay promiscuity is the first to their brothers and sisters, and,
shun the idea of gay "Marriage^, just as importantly, to the Trinity
which wjuldfogically cut down on community to educate and promote
the alleged promiscuity.
a better understanding of sexualGays do not ask to be gay; ity. Mutual respect and underbecause of a variety of factors standing is an idea whose time has
which physicians and psychologists come. Among comparable colleges,
do not yet understand-any more Trinity has a reputation of being
than they understand why people very uptight sexually. It is time to
are. not innately gay-gays simply put ourselves in line with the Gay
are, and must deal with a given Alliances at Yale, Wesleyan, Am?
reality. In dealing with the ques- herst, the New England Gay
tion, a gay individual may first Activist Alliance, the National Gay
concede the possibility to him or Task Force, etc., Trinity closet
herself, then perhaps to a best doors are creaking, and it's timei to
friend. if they pre.lucky, they may seal them shut from the outr
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Commentary
A Look at Student-Professor Evaluation
by Harold L. Dorwart
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics
Now that I have been retired
from active teaching for twelve
years I believe that I can view the
matter of student evaluation of
teachers somewhat more objectively than I was able to in earlier
years. A recent issue of Academe,
a publication of the American
Association of University Professors, contains three articles on the
subject of evaluating teachers. I
'would like to offer some quotations
from one of these with the thought
that they may be of interest to
Trinity students before they fill out
their evaluation questionnaires at
the end of the semester.
Fritz Machlup, a former President of A.A.U.P., is a Professor of
Economics at New York University.
His article is entitled "Poor
Learning from Good Teachers".
To set the stage, early in the paper
he says: "Since some of the things
I intend to say may be taken to be
disparaging of the customary teacher evaluations, I wish to state my
position regarding these polls. I
favor regular evaluations of the
teacher's performance by the students. Not only do they give
students a sense of participation in
the affairs of the institution, but
they give the teacher an opportunity to learn what parts of his
teaching practices are appreciated
and in what respects he should try
to improve. However, I do not
support the practice of taking high
marks of the teacher by the
students as justification of decisions for promotion, tenure, and
salary raises. It is reasonable to
trust the student's judgment of
poor performance and to consider
this in decisions about the teacher,
but their judgment of good or
outstanding performance should be
discounted if not completely disregarded.
Students cannot be
judges of the content of what they
are taught. What goes over well is
not necessarily what ought to be
learned.
There is a substantial amount of
evidence to the effect that favorable evaluations of teachers by
students are unreliable. Much of

that evidence is based on experiments which proved that students
prefer vague discussions to rigorous arguments, and favor the
learning of routine procedures over
analysis of basic concepts. Among
many reported experiments is that
of a lecture that was carefully
designed to include an abundance
of wrong, vague, and absolutely
nonsensical statements presented
vigorously by a scintillating orator:
he received the highest ratings
from his audience."
By way of introducing his
proposal for improving teaching,
Machlup tries to be reassuring.
"Fear not that I will urge
teachers to stop being lucid,
brilliant, witty, helpful, and enthusiastic. Instead, the solution is to
make good classroom work and
intensive out-of-class study complementary. As long as students
can learn from the fine lectures,
discussions, and lab work all that
they need for doing well on the
examinations, there will be some
students--of all degrees of intelligence and ambition~who will
skimp on their studying.
The only technique for changing
this is to set examinations that test
the students' book learning, homework, and comprehension of materials not covered in class. Students
should not be able to regard class
attendance as an alternative to
doing their homework. Lectures
and assignments should complement each other: the lectures
should be more enlightening and
more comprehensible to students
who have done their reading and
exercises, and the reading and
exercies should be more helpful in
light of what was learned from the
work in class. And, I repeat my
prescription, the examinations
should test chiefly the comprehension of material not presented by
the teacher."
Realizing that not all students
may be enthusiastic about examinations and grades, he gives the
following justification for them.
"In a sense, education consists
of an endless succession of tests,
chiefly self-administered by the
student. At every stage in reading,

writing, doing numbers, in all
forms of reasoning, the learner
proceeds (usually without knowing
it) in a sequence of tests. The act of
comprehending the second sentence of an argument is an implied
test of the comprehension of the
first. If the third sentence is not
fully grasped, the student has
failed his test and must go back to
square one. To learn how to learn
is largely to learn how to test
oneself. Most people need some
guidance in learning how to learn,
and the greatest help they can
receive consists of tests administered by others, particularly by
teachers. The rebellion of students
and some of their teachers against
tests and against grades is in effect
a rebellion against learning."
As I read that last no-nonsense
sentence I couldn't help but recall a
document that came into my hands
in the late sixties when I was an
administrator for a short period. It
was called "Toward a Student
Syndicalist Movement or University Reforms Revisited" and was a
Working Paper prepared by Carl
Davidson for the National Convention of Students for a Democratic
Society (S.D.S.) held at Clear Lake,
Iowa in August, 1966. At the risk
of being slightly unfair by quoting
small segments out of context, I
note that Mr. Davidson urged
"That the student syndicalist
movement adopt as its primary and
central issue the abolition of the
grade system." (The emphasis is

the Senator was in good hands. The
Secret Service are professionals
and probably had the whole
campus staked out. I thought I saw
some clever ones playing frisbee on
the quad-incognito. But alas, too
bad for any potential wrong-doer or
autograph hound, Senator Kennedy had some trouble and couldn't
make it to the banquet. It was not
serious mind you—I know what
you're thinking: with all his secret
agent protection here at Trin
searching for assassin Moms and
Dads, the Senator was left defenseless-but he had transportation
trouble or something.
I've just been thinking and I
think I've got something. I'll bet
that the reason Mr. Kennedy
couldn't make it was because his
advance had discovered some
sinister plot. But the question is,
who was behind it? Was it a radical
student group, or a politically disgruntled Dad--or Mom, or some
underground terrorist posing as a
parent hoping to succeed in the
dastardly plot and escape in the
confusion that is Parent's Day?

To return to the proposal in
Machlup's article (as he restates
it),
"Every good teacher can become
a really effective teacher if, to his
fine qualities as lecturer, expositor,
discussion leader, adviser, and
sympathetic friend of students, he
adds the simple technique prescribed: to make reading and other
homework indispensable for students attempting to pass his
course. It is especially important
that his lectures be not repetitive of
assigned reading materials, not
substitutes for reading, but truly
complementary with reading; that
many classroom discussions be
based on assigned reading or
exercises but in a way that the
student who had skimped on his
homework feels that he is at a
serious disadvantage; that examinations during and at the end of
the term test the successful comprehension of the materials read
by, or problems assigned to, the
students-a comprehension, of
course, that does not depend on
memorizing."
Machlup concludes by saying "I
like to think that my suggestions, if
generally adopted, would prove
fatal to bad teachers." He is not
this naive, however, and ends with
"Thus, after all, my plan is not an
effective remedy for bad teaching;
its adoption, however, can transform a 'good teacher1 into an
effective one."

Over the Transom

On a Scale of 1 to 10
byEricGrevstad
You can't turn your back on this
place for a second without something coming apart. I wasn't in the
Tripod last issue, taking the week
off to write an English paper and
try to make sense out of the new
Fleetwood Mac single, but a lot
happened while I was away.
Specifically, it was a horrible week
for women.

Watch for Deadly Dads
by Lincoln R. Collins
Was that just another Dad I saw
on the roof of Mather Campus
Center last Friday afternoon? Noit couldn't be. Oh yes, I remembered, it was parents weekend.
Yes, it all fit together. That wasn't
just any old Dad, but rather the
Dad, so to speak, of one of our
more notable Dads at Trinity, Ted
Kennedy. Of course, Jimmy Carter
assigned secret service to the
undecided Senator from Massachusetts.
Who knows how many secret
agents were combing the campus
for subversives-more importantly,
how many subversives were lurking in the shadows. I thought I saw
a shifty character on the long walk.
Didn't you notice some suspicious
people in the post office. You
probably just dismissed them as
some regular Dad.
Hold on; wait a minute. Let's
not be sexist here--I don't want a
protest in the Tripod like those
parties:on Saturday night had for
my sexist undertones for not
including the possibility of assassin
Momsj. .Remembet, .wsmen ;e»n:jb«:

Davidson's) Among the secondary
issues, he listed the following:
"At the beginning of each
semester request (or demand) of
the prof that you and your fellow
classmates participate in shaping
the structure, format and content of
that particular course.
"Sign up for, attend, denounce,
and then walk out of and picket
excessively large classes.
"Organize students and liberated profs in certain departments
to work out model counter-curriculum and agitate for its adoption,
mainly because students participated in shaping It rather than on
its merits.
(Again Davidson's
emphasis).
"Hold mock trials for the Dean of
Men and Dean of Women for their
'crimes against humanity'."
He concludes his list of secondary issues by (modestly?) staring
"I am sure that if we used our
imaginations, we could extend this
list indefinitely."
Lest the quoting of these choice
bits brand me as a right-wing
reactionary, I hasten to state that although student activists at Trinity
caused many problems for me - I
believe that most of them were
sincere (but misguided in many
instances) and that some of thenactivities have led to beneficial
changes. I am happy, however,
that not too many students (or
faculty) fell for the kind of
propaganda that Davidson advocated.

get paid to do this sturf.
Maybe it's a good thing that the
Senator didn't make it to the
banquet. If he had come, he would
have seen all of those sexist posters
for the wild orgies on Vernon
Street. At least he would have seen
the other posters for the people
rallying to "protest strongly" those
parties. He would, no doubt, be
glad to-see some righteous people
protest such blatant sexism.
I wonder what all the parents
thought about the names of the
parties? I also wonder if the people
weren't overreacting a bit for the
parent's sake?
Maybe Senator Kennedy would
have seen the harmless humor in
the titles. These parties were no
different from any other ftat party.
This was the problem. The names
were a little necessary change from
the predictable social life here at
Trin.
While these titles stem from
prevailing sexist attitudes in sosiety, .perhaps the parties, and
subsequent protest, will cause
some people to think about'the way

those secret agents sure do a they treat each other, but mote
r «*. ^iit'thbh'-igam, iftat's i^portan^ho^^e^eat'tK^m-

For one thing, the brothers of
Psi U sowed their wild oats and
reaped the whirlwind, staging and
facing the protests over the infamous "Kamana Wana Laya" party, as discussed in these pages last
week. For my part, it is a sad
commentary on our times when the
wildest guys on campus strain their
brains to come up with something
really decadent, and all they can
manage is tacky.
Also, the same weekend saw
theaters across the country begin
showings of a new movie called
"10," which has nothing to do with
Fellini's "W*." The story concerns
a bachelor who rates women on a
mathematical scale, and what
happens to him when he finally
comes across a 10. (I always
thought the first woman to get a 10
was Nadia Comaneci.)
The scale of 1 to 10 is a popular
one. I don't use the system myself
-• I admire Dan Kehow '78, who
would never be so crude as to say,
"She's got a body that just won't
quit," but who once turned to me
and said, "That woman is a
definite non-quitter." On the other
Jiajid^ji bunch of women tstfce gave
me a 6 as I walked by the cafeteria
in high school.

be AD Creatures Great and Small,
but I don't think I have the nerve to
do it. Will I? No. Pity. Good line,
though.)
Still, the idea of rating things by
the numbers is tempting. Trinity,
for instance, rates your grades on a
scale of 1 to 12, albeit using the
numbers below 8 only in emergencies. I have'been looking at things
on a scale of 1 to 10 lately, and it's
been rather refreshing; we all like
some things more than others, but
putting numbers on them makes it
so much more specific. Let me
show you my list so you can see
what I mean.
1: John Connally. Evangelists.
Men's jewelry. Snow before midterms.
2: Microwave ovens. Disco dancing. Brussels sprouts.
3: ABC television. Running. The
Iron Pony Pub.

4: Winter. Little children. Erasable ink pens.
5: Baseball. Saturday Night
live. The new Fleetwood Mac
single,
6: Donna Summer. Saga, on the
whole. Paperback thrillers.
7: The Tripod. Beer Gothic
architecture. The telephone.
, 8: Trinity College. (Actually,
But Trinity women deserve this varies from a high 4 to a low 9,
better than that, even if I have to depending on how I feel at the
slip into a kind of aesthetic sexism moment.) Dogs. Piano music, Sara
to say it: Not only are women at Lee cake.
• / ,•'•/••;: ' •• •. ; • : „ ; •
Trinity intelligent, witty, good to
9: Champagne. Mil* and; cook- :
talk to, and nice to have around; ies. James Bond movies, Sloping
the icing on the cake is that they late. Typewriters,: .:;>hVK 'Y^--'..^
are lots of fun to look at. If I were to
10: Good EngUsh writing* My
write a book about Trinity women, I . mm\tid\M\-ft^^™tai*•'**- ••
should call it AH Things Bright a»d night.NwHampsai^.;;Vv^,:/ai j vVr'
am tempted i to add : ^ll:<-|Cjiowtogi!«bcW
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Forbert Arrives As Star
by Ted Lord
Club T opened ils season
Friday night wilh Steve Forberl,
one of (His country's fastest rising
.stars. His sel, lasting slightly over
an hour and a half, included 15
songs ami two encores, wilh
Forhcrl soloing for five of the
fifteen. His hund on this tour - Bill
Jones on sax and aecordian, Donny
Thompson playing lead, Paul Evito
oil keyboards, Hobby Lloyd
drumming, and the "King of Rock,
and Roll" Lou Whitney on bass showed a stronger sense of unity
than is usually expected from a
group of uncontracteil sectionisls;
the jam on the final encore; 'Yon Caniiol Win If You Don Not Play",
was exceptional considering (hey
arc just beginning (heir two month
lour.
The
atmosphere- in the
Washington Room was much
different than ils normal vacant
gloom, Orange and rose crepe
paper covered the tables, offsetting
[he empty green bodies which look
their place as testimonials to the
night's enjoyment. At H:(X) sharp,
(he opening act, 'The Amax'mg
Fanlasy Jugglers', look (he Magi
performing a well-limed comedy
rouliiic wild various objects. A
Xylophone, an assortment of
cymbals, drum:,1. <tnd ." (etior
recorder accompanied Hie !nx
• balls, soflbulls, football, golf ball,
emus nwket, l::ttons, rings and
rasol which till. <>( out1 time or
i.uollier, made (heir w;iy into the
;.'i, Their rept-loire ranged from ;i

piece with silk scarves, which as
they put it was from the 'Baroque
era of juggling', to an erie,
orientally choreographed baton
dance. I don't think many people in
the audience had seen anything
like it; comments such as
"outrageous" and "fun, but I want
to hear some music" circulated
around my table, indicating that
the group's efforts had stimulated
and satisfied the audience's
curiosity in the juggling arts.
After a ten .minute pause,
Foibert took the stage,-leading off
will a big hit from his first album,
"Going down to Laurel." His
second song was new to this
reviewer, and seemed to show
Forbert in transition from folk to
rock 'n roll. He announced the title
afterwards, 'Romeo's Tune', and
said it was from his new album Jack
Rabbit Slim due in (he stores this
Thursday. Forberl's first record,
Alive on Arrival, came out last fall
to wide acclaim, with many critics
citing him as the 'new Dylan', He
was then 23, having migrated to New York Cily from . lississippi in
(he hopes of landing a recording
contract. He broke into 'he music
business playing in bars i Kenny's
Castaways and Folk Cily lo . -mie a
few) off Bleaker .Street in
Greenwich Village. The level of
profession a lisin in Friday's concert
is a testament (o how well Forbert
has succeeded.
'Us set moved from the third
song, "Grand Cenlral .Station",
through his ballad of apology lo a
lover, "Sellle Down", and finally lo

"Thinkin1 ", the first song that got
the crowds stamping. Forbert then
brought out his acoustic guitar to
perform another new song, "Hold
Me, Love Me", which shows great
hit potential. His harmonica, which
played an important role in his first
album's songs, seemed more
subdued. There was greater
musical emphasis on the sax and
keyboards which seem to permeate
the new arrangements. These songs
seemed to exhibit more spunk and
conviction than his previous songs,
"Big City Cat" in particular.
During his mellow acoustic
break which ran from a traditional
song, "Wait", through Chuck
Berry's "The Promised Land",
ending wilh "What Kinda Guy",
Forberl struggled lo quiet the
chatter going on 'round the hall It
was my first concert at Trinity and
1 was amazed lo an extent at the
rudeness
exhibited
by the
audience. His light strum demands
concentration so that it may be
appreciated, and 1 fell sorry that
(hose in back were prevented from
hearing it. Yet by the fifth song he
had recaptured the audience he
had lost by lowering the sound
level; and (hose around me at least
seemed to be sitting back with a
smile, content with watching whal
they had not expected - a vituoso
performance.
With the power of his final eight
songs, many of which turned into
jams, I'm sure forbert won quite a
few new devotees. "It isn'l gonna
be thai Way" and "Big City Cat"
were (he las( (wo numbers before

plinliiliv Imt I !r(;,in

Steve Forbert, in his performance at Club T, Friday, October 12, In
(he Washington Room.
the encores, both with their wailing
sax and harp meriting the standing
ovations they received ... His first
encore, a protest-song called "CXI",
chronicled the oil spills of the test
five years. Newly recorded, its epic
nature included/ a chorus with
ample slots for audience participation; il brought
back
memories of (his summer's lines as
300 people began shouting 'OIL' at
the stage. Forbert, shimmering in
sweat, worked through the night's
last, long jam on "You Cannot Win

If You Do Not Way". It was then
that the audience finally became
alive, standing on their feet
through the songs finale.
As 1 stood around watching the
stage and tables being cleared I
reflected on the" concert's success.
u
Forherl has
Afff^SIT*mnarmf<^
Trinity, but in my mind as a major
star as well. I think thai many of
those attending Club T on Friday
will be following his progress
closely in the coming years.
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Season 1979-80
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LaTraviata
October 27 and 29

Madama Butterfly
December 1 and 3

The Merry Widow
March 8 and 10
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Review Seminars
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College Poetry
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of manuscripts by College Students
i s November 5.
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One Man Performance Astounds Audience
by Rachel Mann
"Jesus is gonna box the Devil!"
Ghanaians are gonna fight
oppression.
Kwaku Sintim-Misa challenges
the military dictatorship in Ghana
and the imposed silence of his
people in his one-man play,
Sketches and Stuff Like That.
The Jesters featured this dynamic actor-writer on Saturday,
8:00 pm, in the Austin Arts Center.
Kwaku, a citizen of Ghana and a
freshman at Trinity, attracted a full
house for his premier performance.
In a two-hour presentation
Kwaku told his spectators a story
of his people, the Ghanaians, and
the corruption, disintegration, and
misapplication of militarism, ad-

ministration, education, and religion under a junta regime. His
subject matter appears, at first
sight, to be overwhelmingly negative. Kwaku, however, applies a
quick, almost raucous wit and an
esplrit which makes the subject
matter humorous and laughable
due to its very irony and satiricism.
Kwaku himself captivated his
audience with a raw energy and an
acute comic sense. His power on
stage is absorbing.
Every
movement, quirk, and expression
supplements his characterization of
Kay, a thirty year-old photographer
who has an intense love for Ghana
"and a tremendous, yet tremulous,
desire for dissent.
"I was trying to write for the
people-for the lower classes."

Kwaku said. "1 was trying to reflect
the plight of those in the lower
sections. I wasn't only attacking the
government; I was attacking the
amount of corruption in the
society-the corruption that was
eating into the very fabric of
society."
Kay is an ordinary worker who
struggles each day (or his miserly
existence. Kwaku's geniality and
flamboyance on stage effectively
projects this quality. His adept use
of The Hartford Courant with its
trivial articles and his dialogue
directed and geared to the
audience were merely delightful
warm-ups for his more pertinent
political witticisms,
'"The
government
calls
themselves the National Liberation

photo (>vR. Michael Hall

Kwaku Sintim-Misa evokes the Rev. Jesse Jackson , in his performance "Sketches and Stuff Like
JLtlHt •

Profile

Kwaku Slntim-MIsa: Playwright
by Panipom Phiansonthon
"Of all the contemporary arts,"
says Trinity's student-actor-playwright, Kwaku Sintim-Misa, "the
theatre is the only medium in
which, through a properly structured repertory, I have the opportunity to spin our my reflections."
As the audience rose to its feet
in acclamation of the conclusion of
Kwaku's one-man show last Saturday evening, it was evident that he
had moved the large crowd with his
reflections on life under Ghana's
military regime.
Sintim-Misa's powerful portrayal of the hardships suffered by
the people of Ghana" entitled
hotogrtP^' "Sketches and Stuff Like That", is
' afiet Op** b u t o n e °f * n e many works in which
*
.
he' has either acted, directed or
written, resulting in his being the
P o e t t y flrst person ever awarded the title
,." ,Mof Best National Actor of Ghana in
thesubmjioys.
allege SW* . Born in Kumasi, Ghana in 1958,
; ^Sintum-Misa showed early potentendW* *jjtial in acting when in a class play at
geisel$W8 school, where he was awarded the
There Is Best Actor of the school for both of
m or *«"^ the 1976 and 1977 academic years.
preferred*; In the summer of 1977, he
tions.
.formed his own drama group called
by T t P ^ j Oneness" which consisted of
rate s^e*'' {[jjfoHrteen people from four different
[E and K^countries. They performed two
jdent» ai^j plays which Kwaku directed. In
SS »s ^ ' j h e s e plays, "Waiting For Godot"
mid t>e **"' |nd"Bossman and Lena" Sintim-

Misa found it a most challenging "a religion. Unless you were to use
and interesting task to direct the theatre as a religion, you can't
whites to play black parts, particu- make a breakthrough," he insists.
larly in getting them to pronounce "I mean religion in terms of faith.
Faith in the theatre makes you
the names correctly.
That same summer, Sintim- capable of progressing." It is
Misa wrote his one-man cast play, perhaps this faith which enabled
"Mellow Madness". The two-hour the young playwright to meet the
tragic drama with five characters challenges of being an artist in a
was based on man's evaluation of repressed society.
society and his questions on the
Sintim-Misa's greatest setback
purpose of life.
came, ironically, in "mellow Mad"Mellow Madness" send Sin- ness." At first, he was very distim-Misa into the national lime- couraged b. ;ause the Arts Council
light. Sintim-Misa performed every of Ghana had refused to fielp Him."
weekend and travelled throughout He had to pay for everything
his country. He was very flexible nuns''" and put in the money he
with his audience; the jargon and ha<-' .ade from his work with the_
sense of humor in the play was film company. For advertising, he
altered depending on its'age and had made his own posters and
culture.
hung them around town.
In 1978 he went on to the
Finally, he was able to stage his
National Film and Television Academy for a comprehensive "two year play in a 600-seat theatre. On the
study on a professional level. He opening night, only six people
acted in some films, such as "Love showed up, and on the second
Brewed in an African Hut," night, only eight. This was very
directed documentary films on the discouraging, but he did not give
political histqry of Ghana, and up; he still had faith in the theatre.
This personal strength pours
made a half hour satirical television
show called "We Live To Eat" out of Sintim-Misa's work and
which criticized the cultural aspect words. In his attempt to reach
people, he explains, "I .chose the
of his country.
Also in "T978, he wrote and theatre over films because it was
performed in a film "Whims and direct. One gets an immediate
Whimsicalities," an attack on his reaction from the audience." This
government which cost him three dialogue will continue here at
Trinity when Sintim-Misa performs
weeks in jail.
When asked how he views the his play "Mellow Madness" in
theatre, Sintim-Misa describes as February.

Council. I call them the Notorius
Liars' Council!" Kay declares
smugly, but looks apprehensively
around the room and adds, "the
walls have ears!" He is the small
man who constantly
fears
retribution for his words at any
given moment.
He -tells us about the silent,
menacing oppression of "vanished"
Ghanaian men and women. Kwaku
had a reason to fear the long arm of
the military junta. In 1978, he and
his director were arrested for
writing and producing a "subversive movie entitled Whims and
Whlmsicals. Kwaku recalled,
"They did a lot of interrogations.
They wanted every piece of writing
I had done so that I couldn't go on
attacking the government." At the
time of his imprisonment, however,
there were student riots and
workers' strikes demanding a
civilian government and the release
of Kwaku and otner political
prisoners. The regime had to give
in. As a result, Kwaku was not in
prison for long, but he was quick to
say, with a smile, "It was enough
for me."
Kwaku exhibited • through his
comedy, not only an affinity for
writing and a superb comic sense,
but also a vast knowledge of
Ghanaian history and a keen
political consciousness. When
asked whether he felt
a
dictatorship could be an effective
means of government,- he replied,
"I believe that, in times of national
emergency, you need some kind of
dictatorial rule—especially for.
developing countriss-to break
through. But not after so many
years of independence; where
there is so much education in the
country; and when everyone knows
what's right from wrong. When we
in the country are suffering-it
doesn't work." In the future he
hopes for a form of government
that is suited to Ghanaians; he
wants a parliamentary Democracy
modeled after the traditional
government
before
British
colonization.
"Ghanaians are my people.
They are people that have to be
led," said Kwaku, "the moment you
give them that atmosphere of
democracy--everyone can say what
he wants; everyone can do what he
wants-it gets out of hand. I believe
in democracy in terms of the
government being accountable to
the people. But we have a very long
way to go."
This statement is not hard to
believe after watching and being a
part of Sketches. Kwaku, dressed

in a pair of jeans, >a western shirt
with a checkered bow-tie, and a
white lab-coat, epitomized the
trials of Ghanaians as he paced
from one ;ce? , to another in the
photogra^wr's studio.
So Kay finally did »pt his oneroom shop ana oa
' the cockroaches. This story was ~n interesting analogy between tx e
people's ordeal and the govern .
ment's intolerance. Kay uses
BOOM, a commercial product, to
battle the brown berets (his
pseudonym for epekroaches) and
then resorts to a cat. He eeks out
every possible laugh from his
audience, using the common
frustrations of everyday Iif&-such
as the attempt to overcome
cockroaches—while expertly injecting
pointed
sarcasm.
"Ghanaians and cats live on
cockroaches," Kay says dryly after
ranting about the scarcity of basic
foodstuffs in Ghana.
Kwaku noted, "Essential uerns
like milk and sugar you couldn't get
on the market; so that the very few
that were on the* market, the
market women kept and then sold
only to people they knew." Kay. in
turn, growls over the phone, "What
a country! There are no drugs in
the hospitals!!'
These
imagef
c!
poor
distribution, as a re^.t r soaring
inflation and g c irnment incompetency, are strik'ngly contrasted with Kay's rendition of the
visit of the head of state to a local
tie factory. Kwak-u exhibited clean.'
crisp patomime to illustrate hi*;
story as the "bloodsucker" arrives
in a Mercedes Benz motorcade of
three, dozen cars in order to Kentertained
by
the
pbn"
management, at the expense of 'he
workers, at an expensive reception
Kay spits over his shoulder.
"People like me feel Ilkt.
weeping." Kay cries. A mail r
theme throughout his play is i!o
sadness, the impotency. and ih inability of Ghanaians to fight b;uA
with anything other than silence IP
improve the emotional :n~u
physical standards of life in Ghana
"Hide your true feelings. Do n>'
ask for wage increments. Discipline
means suffering."
Kwaku's personal ambitions fur
his acting and writing.career and
his aspirations for the present and
future conditions in. his country
motivated him to come to school in
the U. S. "If you go out of home
into a developed society to acquire
knowledge and decide to stay awav
from home-then how do you
Cont. on p. 12

DANCE PERSPECTIVES
at
TRINITY COUKEGE
p r e s e n t s ,.

•

••

CLIVE THOMPSON AND JSTELLE SPCRLOCK
.ijrjj, > from' the Alvln Alley Dance Theatre
Featuring Alley Choreography In BLUES SUITE,
CRY, and excerpts from REVELATIONS
as part of this performance.
October 17,1979, -'8:(W p.m.
J.L. Goodwin Theatre
Austin Arts Center
527-8062
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Old World" Has No New Truths
impending death. The play's nine
scenes are all brief and take the
"Old World", the Hartford audience, with a rather snapshot
State Company's first fall produc- effect.through the steps of their
tion, was.,, another attempt at relationship and the difficulties of
relating a few of life's truths in a life as they discover them. The play
new way. Written by Russian evolves in easily recognizable
Nikolayevich
and
playwright Aleksei Arbuzov, his segments;
cast of two characters Rodiori Vasilyevna discover their similariNikolayeyich ; (Alexander•?• Scourby) ties, differences and "inconsistenand Lidya Vasilyevna (Lori March) cies"; they struggle with a mutual
struggles with the questions of age, feeling, if not of love, of comrademale and female relationships, and ship; and they decide to remain
' adult crises in the setting' of a together, to help each other
sanatorium in Riga, U.S.S.R., experience a renewed life.
The dialogue in this play is
1968;
Nikolayevich and Vasilyevna precious. The play, develops, shifts
are two middle aged people facing and moves through the interacting
many problems of age - ill Realty; conversations between the two
death of relatives and friends and characters. Scourby, in all gruffchange of familiar and dear times ness and' irascibility, is male,
and habits. Nikolayevich, doctor at confused by life, and loving with
the sanatorium, is set in his ways every line. "Sometimes, I feel like
(eats candy to cure himself of the a dinosaur," , he philosophized
smoking habit that he gave up 15 about old age.
years: ago) and his attitudes
March, pert and energetic, has
(attractive women should be virtu- an underlying layer of carefully
ous apt fashionable). Vesilyevna, contained fatigue and sadness.
who apppears to be a woman who From her erratic background, her
was never set in her ways, is an many marriages and her complex
almost urgent campaign to reap emotional upheavals, come tines
and cultivate all that life can give not only comic but tart and sweetly
her. "Don't you agree," she says caustic. "You don't meet wonderto Nikolayevich, "that on the ful men nowadays," she tells
whole, life is very interesting?" Nikolayevich.
The story begins when she1 checks
Old age is undoubtedly a
into the Nikalayveich's sanatorium touching and emotional subject.
for a month, and proceeds to turn it So, too, are the relationships
upside-down by her desire to grasp between , men and women,
! UfetrWd\ig^s'peaitry. (recited out. developed late in their lives.
loud, at dawn); and walks on the Essentially, "Old World" deals
beach : (usually
at
night). with these themes, but regardless
Nickolayvich's calls her an absurd of its quick pace and its appropriate
woman, and confronts her with a dialogue, what is presented redemand to allow his otherwise mains like a film on the deeper
peaceful sanatorium to remain waters of the real themes. So many
peaceful. From this initial meeting, scenes are representative of turnnotable because of its quick'quips ing ' points in Nikolayevich and
and tempered barbs, develops a Vasilyevna's relationships, as well
relationship of need and depend- as potentially being moments that
ence.
should be turning points for the
Thg play revolves around these meaning of the play. The moments
two characters,-; their developing are often spoiled by stock melodrama and ineffective use of the
; relationship i.nd the way they will
clever
dialogue that works so well
deal •With their remaining life anti
by Barbara J. Selmo

in other scenes. Nikolayevich and
Vasilyevna celebrate life by
dancing bearheaded in the rain.
Their joy is so convincing, but
unfortunately, following scenes are
devoid of such freshmess of
sentiment. When such matters as
death or past life arise, they are
often met with sudden tears, hands
clutched to mouths to stop silly
words, and a great deal of quick,
dramatic exits.
The dialogue at such emotional
moments is often as bad as the
melodrama. Witticisms and cynical
comments are fine when used to
comment about the strange way life
treats older people. But when they
are used to bring an emotional
moment to its height, they fail.
When Nikolayevich and Vasilyevna
are faced with separation, he
comments that he can not believe
how different she has made him,
and how much he sees now that he
never has before. And Vasjtyevna
comments, "Well, we haven't
much longer, you know." Lines like
this one detract from the premise te
whole play builds upon. Death is
sad, but weeping alone does not
emphasize the point. Aging is sad,
but there is more to it than
dismissing the experience lightheartedly by saying "Growing old
is boring but it is the only way to
live a long life." (Vasilyevna)
As often is the case with
Hartford Stage productions, the
acting eclipsed the story. Scourby
is endearingly gruff, and March is
young beyond her years. But,
sadly, these actors spend nine acts
repeating lines without depth,
Aging is presented as a personal
matter between these two Russian
citizens, not universal experience.
''Old World" has no new
truths, and it does not work well
with any old ones. It is interesting,
quick moving, and filled with light
sophisticated banter. But "Old
World" is trapped in a circle that
has been attempted too often.

Ni<|htrtidre Visions of "Apocalypse Now"
•;

^

,,

by James Frankel

A Vietnam rtiovie. A war movie.
A
psychological
movie.
"Apocalypse Now" is all of these
and nope of them. Unlike the
"Deerhpiter", "Apocalypse" is
not only an exploration of our
positionfin Vietnam or the men who
fought there, but also a view of
hypocrisy, of terror, of different
standards, of men's descent into
primitiVism, and a serie." of chilling
nightmare visions.

who offers to give him a lift
up-river. One of Willards men, a
surfer, tells the Covonel about a
great surfing beach that is, un- ;
fortunately, occupied by the Cong,
or " Charlie''. The Colonel sees this
as a minor obstacle, and has his
helicopter squad utterly annihilate
the Vietnamese outpost on the
beach in one of the most beautifully
filmed 'battle scenes ever. As the
air mobile unit swoops down out of
the st|n, the helicopters's own
stereo * system blares Wagner's
"Die Valkyrie," creating a caricature of epic propprtions. While the
attack'is going on. a Napalm strike
is called (the smell of which the
Colonel loves because it is "like
victory"), and surfboards are produced, amidst shot and shell, the
men of the First Air Cavalry ride
the waves. Because Colonel
Kilgore keeps the trappings of
civilization, his insarrityisjJMt only
acceptable, but meritorious, Kurtz
is no more insane than Kilgore, but
his insanity is savage, primitive,
and unacceptable to "civilized"
men.

Based loosely on the plot of
Joseph' Conrad's "Heart of
Darkness", the movie traces Captain Benjamin Wilard's search for
Colonel Walter Kurtz, the man
whom
Willard
has
been
commanded "to terminate with
extreme prejudice." Kurtz has
established a guerilla army .of
primitive
bushmen,
called
Montagnards, with whom he
ravages the Vlet-Cong forces at
will. His methods have become
those of the savage natives, and
despite his successes in combat,
High Command disapproves. As
Willard sets out on his odyssey to
As Willard journeys up-river,
destroy an apparently insane man, . eerie ghosts of the jungle war pop
the insanity of the rest of the army up at him; a bridge that is
bring? Kurt's insanity more and ' destroyed every night yet rebuilt
more into question.
every day so thiit Command can say
In one" spectacular scene, that the bridge is "open", a bizarre
Willard encounters a Colonel U.S.O. show on a garish G.I. island

Kurtz' demented tribal kingdom,
ringed with disease and the corpses
of his victims.
Michael Herr's narration is
flawed and full of Vietnam platitudes such as "Charlie didn't^ get
U.S.O. shows and R&R, a bowl of
rice in a dry foxhold was good
enough for him," and Marlon
Brando is (Unnecessary and underplayed as Kurtz. The conclusion as
a whole is somewhat trite; obvious,
though striking rendition of the
god-regeneration myth, juxtaposing Willard's slaughter of Xurtz
with the ritual slaughter of a
buffalo.
The movie on the whole,
however, is nothing short of
brilliant. Robert Duvall as Colonel
Kilgore reaches the perfect pitch of
exhuberant megalomania, Martin
Sheen is wonderfully intense as
Willard and all of the minor
characters are extremely effective.
Whether the viewer agrees with
the movie or not is not important.
The movie is important by virtue of
its many messages. The beautiful
cinematography heightens the impact of the film. "Apocalypse" is a
welcome change from all the
comedies and horror movies
ground out recently: it is a
significant movie, and one that
must be seen.
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Lori March and Alexander Scourby in "Old World", «t the Hartford

State Company.

Criticism of Ghana
cont. Grain p . 11

expect them to develop? I think we
must go back and help them with
the knowledge we've got and make
it a better place than we found it."
Kwaku's timely comments on
the Rev. Jesse Jackson's sermon in
Ghana on Jesus-versus-the-Devil
reflects this propensity and the hew
wave towards a freer environment
in Ghana. His caricature of the
man was superbly carried off,
providing a vigorous and refreshing
break in the flow of his performance, This impersonation was
particularly pertinent and amusing
to his American spectators. •
Kwaku, overall, used every
fibre of his talents as a playwright
and actor. The subject matter was
even more fascinating due to his
charisma and forte on the stage.
The standing ovation he received
was immediate and weH-deserved.
Ghana has much ''promise in

Kwaku's
creative energies!
especially after he has found the
challenges and the competition hi
seeks in this country.
Kay reflects this desire. "I id
straight and I stood straight, Do
you know how it feels to feel.
straight?-To be your own blood)
Ghana itself, a«g»i&ng ^
Kwaku, is also standing moit
upright than in'the recent past. He
stressed, "I'll be very happy if »S
audience doesi not try to assess
Ghana only frdnl my performance
Ghana has undergone some veij
radical changes for the better. Itii
no longer the army in power-it i'
the civilians in power!" Maybt
when Kwaku Sintim-Misa return!
to his country in three years, he wil
find a new Ghana.
"Everything: in this goddaitf
country is wrong," shouted Kay
"But we're gonna box them!"
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Film prodilceV Frank Nichols
Bob Zentz, pbpular folk recordot
ing artist, will be in concert, will personally narrate his co'
Sunday October 21, at The film, "Surprising Switzerland, on
Sounding Board. Fred Holstein; October 19, 20 -and 2 1 at the
guitarist, will be in concert October Bushnell MemorialHaU. For more
24. Both concerts will be held at • information call 527-3123.
St.Paul's Methodist Church, corner
The exhibits of Maureen
of Whitney Street and Farmingtpn Gallace and Beth Leisman will w
Avenue, Hartford. For information, on display Octobjer 22 to October
call 563-3263.
26, at the Hartford Art School. For
New York Philharmonic will inofrmation call 243-4393. Gallery
perform Beethoven: Leonore Over- hours are: 9 a.m..to4:30p.m. Mon.
ture #3 in C, op. 72a; Violin through Fri.
I
Conerto in D; Strauss; Suite from
Hartford Art School's Imitation
Rosenkavalier; Till Eulenspiegel, of Life exhibit will open Nov. 6 T-"
over Connecticut Public Radio, 90. p.m. in the Joseloff Gallery. T"e
5 p.m.i Sunday, Nov. 4,3:00 p.m. show will continue to Nov. 2°'
Cellist Harry Clark will open the 1979.
'
Center Church Concert series with
November 2 9 - J a n u a r y 27,198°
a performance October 21, at 3:30 there will be an exhibit featuring
p.m.,"in the Meeting House at Anne Ryan Collages. The show
Main and Gold Streets, Hartford. celebrates a gift of 30 colleges
Anne
For more information,
call f r o m E l i z a b e t h F a d d e n ,
249-5631.
Kyan's daughter.
Theatre
Monte Video's Touring Video
The Long Wharf Theatre is Showcase presents videotapesp 1 '
currently presenting three plays; duced by two independent Hartfor
"Watch On The Rhine" by Lillian artists.
"Japan",
by Ala,,
Hellman (Oct. 4-Nov. 11), Sondheim, "Minnesota Clearing
"Jitters" by David French (Oct. and "Breakthrough" by Laur ,
16-Jan. 13 Stage II) and Partners Hayes. These will be show
by Jeffrey Moss (Nov. 15-Dec. 23). October 23 at 8:30 p.m., at the Kea
1-ormore information, call the LWT Artways Gallery on 197 Asa*"*
Box Office, 787-4282.
Ave. Forinlbrmfitiop ™~'Vl ^25-' h
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BANTAM SPORTS ARENA
Ffisbee Thanks

Baseball Meeting

The Ultimate Frisbee Team would like to
thank everyone, who has supported the club.
Special thanks tto Karl Kurth for his valuable
cooperation and assistance.

Hellions At Trinity
The Hartford Hellions, Hartford's professional Indoor Soccer Team, held their tryout/practice
sessions in Trinity's Memorial Field House this
past weekend.

Hurricane Leads ISL
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by Bruce Zawodnlak
- Hurricane raised its ISL record
»to 4-0 as they whitewashed the
Jones Boys 3-0 on Thursday and
won by forfeit over the mysterious
Team # 2 .
On Thursday, the Hurricane
stormed over the shorthahded (7
men) Jones Boys on single tallies by
Dave Doe, Pete Hill, and Bruce
Berg. Despite the loss, the Jones
Boys,'now 3-3, has come the closest
to beating Hurricane, partly
because of the fine defensive effort
of John Shirley,tCharles Guck and
the J.B. goalie. Doe, the Hurricane
captain, commented, "Their goalie
was outstanding. Our goalie, Brian
Roberts, was a great asset to our
team as were players Tim Rosa,
Ken Goulet, and R6b Murdock."
Missing from Hurricane was
Mohammud Farah. The fleet
footed Farah dazzled the Head
Hunters with 2 goals last Friday as
the undermanned Hurricane (only
4 players) gained a 4-2 victory over
their 8-man adversaries.

it feels lo I

Perhaps the most exciting game
of the season so far, was the one
\?% played between the Force and the
f,
Head Hunters on Tuesday in the
rain. Justin "Italian Stallion"
ten
Maccaronenettedthe winning goal
very
with 5 seconds left to play, making
not try to * the final tally 5-4 in favor of the
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Force. Maccarone led the Force
with 2 scores while Rob "Big R"
Rosner, Jon Cohen, and left wing
John Miller notched one goal
apiece.
The
game
was
characterized by numerous falls in
the muddy field which was
slickened by the downpour. Force's
John "The Machine" Bertolini was
brilliant in goal as he highlighted
the confrontation. The Guilford
and Elton native's stellar performance was aided by the
defensive play of Joe CamiHeri and
Bob Orehstein.
A freak play occurred during
the game as Head Hunter Dennis
Gillooly came down on a breakaway. Gillooly shot and then
slipped as Bertolini deflected the
attempt. A fellow Decapitator then
booted the deflection which
rebounded off Gillooly's head and
into the goal past a sprawling,
stunned Bertolini. If the all-junior
Force lives up to their name, they
could be a key factor in this year's
ISL race.
In the Gold Division, Topper
Shutt's DKE remains on top with a
2-0 mark in an idle week. Mark
Leavitt's AD squad is closing the
gap with a 3-1 record' as they
slipped past the previously unbeaten Assassins by a 3-2 margin on
Thursday.
Gold Division
DKE
AD
Jones Boys
Wheaton Plus
St. A's

2-0
3-1
3-3
0-2
Withdrawn
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P.E, Registration
For 2nd Quarter
Physical Education
Lobby of Ferris Athletic Center
Mon-Fri Oct. 15-19
9 A M , 12 PM

There will be a meeting for all those
interested in playing Baseball this Spring. For
more information, contact Bob Almquist or Bill
Lynch.

Next Week In TRIPOD Sports
Its Open Period, but the beat goes on in
Trinity sports. Cross country has its first home
meet, so don't miss it. They take on WPl and
Wesleyan on Saturday, and it all starts by the
cannons.

Sports Scene From The Summit
by Nick Noble
Records: what are they? Are they important? Do they really mean something?
, "Breaking records is a motivator," said Ron Duckett to me in a phone conversation last month.
"When I learned I was in reach of breaking some records, I felt a sense of accomplishment. Records
are healthy motivators to try harder, to achieve your best performance."
,^
Ron Duckett was Trinity's wide receiver in the early 1970s, and the man whom Pat McJNamara is
eyeing to replace in the record books. McNamara already broke Duckett's single season marks for
receptions and receiving yardage last fall, and this year he is a single touchdown away from equaling
Ron Duckett's record of 19 career TDs caught. "I certainly wish Pat all Jhe luck in the world," said
Duckett from his Philadelphia home. "Becuase I know how.he feels. I'm going to try my best to be at
the Wesleyan game on homecoming weekend to congratulate Pat."
Records are in sight for or have been achieved by other players besides Pat McNamara thi<autumn, In Women's Tennis Wendy Jennings has won thirty-three times in career dual-mate)
competition, to make her number one on the all-time Bantam list (surpassing Sue Levin's thirty).
Every time junior DottieBundy scores another Field Hockey goal she extends her own all-tune Trinity
career record. And such players as Tom Adil in Soccer and Mike Hinton and .Rich Ka.tzmanjn,
Waterpolo have a shot at their own niches among the ranks of their game'.s all-time greats at' Trinity".
And Trinity's Field Hockey Team came within one game of achieving an all-time Bantam mark: for
most consecutive Varsity games played without a loss. For sixteen games they did not know the.
meaning of the word defeat.Only two other teams in Trinity history have bettered that record. The 1976
Men's Varsity Squash Team went undefeated 16-0, and won one game in an adjoining season, to go
seventeen straight for the Varsity record. Chet McPhee's Freshman Footballers of the early ,197.0s
hold the all-sports Trinity record with an eighteen game skein.
.
, ; - ,,., , _
j , .,;.'.,
It will go down on the books as the longest unbeaten streak in the history; of .Women's Sports at
Trinity. It was a streak in which fifteen games were won and one was tied. It :was a.streak.where
-Trinity shut out her opponents five times, scored 64 goals to her opponents' 16, and where Dynamite
Dorothy D.Bundy scored twenty-two of those Bantam goals.
•••.
.
,
Six persons were involved in the streak from its, start, an.4iparticipated in.every gam.e,.pf theJr.un/at.i
•.-,. the record. This year's Co-CaptainLaurie Fergusson sawitallon'offense.fortbe.streak that spanned,.
three seasons. Carol McKenzie was the steadiest defender as fullback during the unbeaten skein.
Lorraine deLabry saw it from both defense and offense, and provides! some crucial goal scoring faults.
latter states. Lisa Lorillard was hustling throughout. Dottie Bundy wa its most po.tent-weapon.1 And
there was the Coach: Robin Sheppard.
,
I
The streak began on the 24th of October, 1977, wh'en Trinity defeated Amherst '31, behind Tina Poole's two goals. The very next day Trin ran it to two as Poole scored again to givekhe
Bantams a 1-0 win over Brown. Goalie Anne Warner was spectacular in the nets for that shutout :
A second Warner shutout highlighted the opening of the "78 season, 4rO over Conn College.
Captain Frances "Spit" Dobbin recovered from taking a ball in the eye to put one in the net'for
;
Trinity.The team's next win over Bridgeport was a total team effort, 6-1.
At Williams that fall was the day of the "awesome coach, awesomer team", and they exemplified
that awesomest season with a 3-1 victory, Carter Wurts scoring twice and Kathy Crawford dazzling on
defense. Against Tufts in the next game Dottie Bundy tied a record with four goals in a game as Trin
won 7-1.
Amherst was played in a deluge, and record-setting goalie Anne Warner came up with another
shutout, 2-0, as the folks on the bench sang selections from "Singin" In The Rain". West .Conn was
Trinity's poorest performance of the streak. Against an inferior team Trinity was tied forever at 3-3,
until Susie Saitbnstall started to work some magic and Trin triumphed 7-3. The game was so medic-cre
the sportswriter was named MVP.
* '
. •
-.....;• .; "'.
Captain Dobbin, Dot Bundy, and Kim Henning powered Trinity to a 5-2 win over Brown in the next
contest. Despite an outstanding fire-haired goalie against them, Trin beat Smith next, 3-1, The stel lar
play of Cindy Higgins and Megan Ryan in the second half sealed that one, ,,
•
J
Wesleyan was the battle of the undefeateds: the 7-0 Cardinals in Hartford to take-on. the; 8-0
Bantams. Kim Henning scored twice on a wet day .to key Trinity's spectacular 3-2 triumph. .
Mt.Holyoke was tied 1-1 to end the season: it seemed a let-down, but in retrospect it was a great
:
game. Then the champagne flowed.
.,
...
,
This year opened with Dottie Bundy's hat trick and a 7-2 trouncing of .the Conn College Camels .....
Fullbacks Carol McKenzie, Francie Plough, Cindy Higgins, and GinnyGardner kept Trinity in tiie
game against powerful Williams, and Lorraine deLabry scored to give,the Bantams a I-fj win.
.,
Then came Wesleyan, That fate conspired to cancel or postpone games with Tufts,, Amherst, am!
Brown, so that Wesleyan could end the streak just before the record, is,oneof those mysteries that w,i!!.
always leave one wondering. But yesterday is past, tomorrow is the important thing. New challenge .
new victories, new records. They are, after all, set to be broken.

Men's JV Soccer Now 3-2

No*((
A lot of companies will offer you a n i m p o r t a n t sounding
11 \x

January '''
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early minutes, Peter Miller took a
pass from Jim Hagar and rifled it
into the Coastie twine to knot
On Thursday, Randy Pearsall's things up. Soon after, Albert
JV Soccer squad entertained Coast Ageyman put the Bants on top and
Guard on a very crisp fall day. the l e a d w a s there to stay. • ••!&>**(OSfSWtuTffay, Trinity traveled to
Crisp is also the word to describe
the passing game of the Trinity Medford, Mass, to face the Jumbos
squad throughout the entire from Tufts*. The field conditions
contest. The Bantams dominated were horrendous, as the playing
the game from beginning to end surface resembled a huge mudbath.
and capitalized on Coast Guard's It was a very frustrating day for
errant physical play. A brief lapse both teams, and the tempers were
in the Bantam clockwork resulted flaring throughout the contest. The
in a 1-0 Coast Guard at the half. style of p!ay was just as could be
Knowing. that sooner or later anticipated for a game played on
the goals would come, Trinity took such a field. It was a game in which
the field to begin the second half passes were few and long^ kicks
still very much fired up, In, the were in order. To move the ball
by Tom Reynolds

title.

. _ • . ' • .

But how many offer you a really important job?
In tr . Navy, you get one as soon as j o u earn your commission. A job with responsibility. A job that requires skill
and leadership. A job that's more than just a job, because
it's also an adventure.
If that's the kind of job you're looking for, speak to your
local recruiter.
Contact:
NAVY OFFICER INFORMATION TEAM
On Campus October 18,1979
9!00am-5:00pm interviews
CAREER PLANNING OFFICE

I

downfisld, it was necessary tc
and chase, and the Bantams
out on the short end of that
^In" the penalty-ridden
1frontatton, Tufts took the leat. V
to see Jamie Dooley convert :: :SS
from Kirk Reynolds to til: •'Ye
score. Before the end of iht
si
half, Tufts managed to tali}
once more and take a 2-1 le
The second half resulted 1
scoring by either team, but .trie • i n
goalie John Simons was super
In
the entire game, the Jir' 'H)S
peppered Simons with 28 shot' on
goal, and he also rejected a pei> •Hy
kick attempt. Trinity managed :dy
15 shots on goal, however, and ••;
su% their record slip to '.3-2.

; \ : ^

More Sports
Fi

Waterpolo Handed First Loss In 4-1 Week
Early last week the Ducks
travelled to UConn. This turned
out to be the hardest match of the
season as Trinity was behind
through three and a half-periods.
Throughout the first half the
Duck's offense stagnated. Finally,
near the end of the third period,
their offense began to click. By the
forth period they were playing like
champions. Every play worked to
perfection; Mike Hinton received a
perfect pass that he threw past the

goalie to tie the game at five. Then the score indicated (7-5). During
Katzman scored the winning goal the course of the game the Ducks
and Houk added an insurance goal. hit the post six times. They also
Trinity's defense was also in- failed to score when they were~a
strumental in this win as Line man up. Usually, this is a
Collins made seventeen saves and guaranteed goal; however, they
let only two get by him in three missed four times. The Ducks
periods. John "Kennedy" Chandler would have trounced UConn if they
discovered his oosition as he had converted on these plays.
played stellar defense. Wobst and
Later in the week the Ducks
Murphy shut down UConn's battled Amherst and they proved
outside shots.
;
the saying, "you play down to your
This game was not as close as opponent's level." The Ducks

JV Football Drops Two
Williams Causes Woe 24-0
by Kate Meyers
On Monday, Oct. 8,-the Trinity
JV Football team felt the latent
effects of the Windsor Locks
tornado. A high-winded Williams
club swept the Bantams off their
feet and left them looking up at a
24-0 score.

Early in the second quarter the
Ephmen got to the Trinity 17 y a r ( j
line on a pass inteference call and
dynamic Purple halfback Todd
Craig ran it in for 6. On the next
play Craig scored the extra two.
Again Trin's defense added life
when Rusty Williams loomed
ominously 6ver the Eph quarterback and forced him to throw
the ball into the hands of Al
Subbloie, But, once again Trin
could not come up with 6. Williams
scored their second when Craig
after taking a handoff from the Q B '
lofted the ball forty yards for
another TD. Craig was also good
on the 2-point conversion. John
Lemonick and Nick Bordieri made
some nice tackles, but Williams
seemed to acquire excellent field
position throughout the second
half. This enabled them to pick up
yeat another 8 points to add to the
Bant's humiliation.
After Dave Curtis recovered a
fumble, Trin began to show signs of
avoiding a shutout by completinc a
fine pass over the middle to RU ess
who? Rusty Williams. But the
shutout was still to be. The final
drenching epitomized the day for
Trinity when they were intercepted
with 42 seconds to go. let's hope
hurricanes only come around once

the season to U.R.I., ending their
winning streak at nine. Once again,
the Ducks could not generate an
offense as they only took six shots
during the entire game. So far the
only time the Ducks exhibited their
( true playing ability was against
UConri in the fourth period.
Trinity easily won its next two
games as they played Iona College'.
and U.RJ's "B" team. Both of these!
teams are very weak and the Ducks'
won easily, even though they did |.
not play in top form.
With less than four weeks left in
the season the Ducks are going 1
back to the drawing board. They.
are trying to devise some new
offensive plays and work on
scoring when they are a man up.
This does not imply that they are
playing poorly, only that they are
not playing to their potential. The ;.
are far from playing poorly. In fact
they scored over sixty goals this
week. This coming week they are
likely to score even more.

Women *s Soccer Falls To Holyoke

It was a sad day for the offense,
who were unable to generate much
jnovem,ent. Quarterback Kevin
OCanaghan did move the team
well into the Purple end early in the
first period, mostly through the
efforts of running backs Dave
Iannarone and Paul Merrigan
Unfortunately, they were unable to
culminate the drive, and so it went
for the rest of the game.
On defense, end Rusty Williams
provided some excitement as he
broke through the Williams line
and forced the Williams QB to
chuck the bait early or else face his
wrath. At one point, the ball was
tipped by Jim Kachadoorian into
the waiting arms of Tony
Scavongelli, but the offense could
not capitalize. Doug Sauerhaft
displayed some heads-up punting
ability as he-Tecaptured a bad snap"
and was still able to get the ball off.
Credit is due to Glen McCleuari
who played on both offense and
defense and also recovered a
fumble.

played, sloppily; the
game
resembled a street fight, not water
polo.. The one bright spot of the
evening was Frank Wobst. He
finally displayed the hunger for the
game found in all great players. He
became a central part of ;the offense as he scored three times. If he
continues at this intensity the
Ducks will be untouchable in the
New Englands.
The Ducklings were also impressive in their-win over Weslyan.
It was a very offensive oriented
game as they won 18-15. Dave Pike
and Mike Merin led the team in
scoring as they each drilled in four
goals. Throughout the game they
demonstrated experience that they
did not obtain a month earlier. This
is due to the fine coaching of
Murphy and Hinton.
This weekend the Ducks went
to U.R.I, to play in a round robin
tournament. They made this
journey without four of* their
players. In the opening game the
Duck's suffered their first loss of

by Roberta Scherr

JV Linebacker Scott Keilty in pursuit of a'WUUams running back.
photo by Steve Pekock

Drowned By Indians
by Nick Noble
Now they know how Noah felt.
Slipping and
sliding
over
Springfield's artificial rug, Trinity's
JV Football team dropped its third
straight game 21-6 in a driving rain.
The Springfield Indians took an
early lead in the shadow of the Art
Linkletter Natatorium. Twice trinity gave up the ball in their own
territory, and the Junior Apaches
converted both into scores. Both
Bantam defense and offense had a
hard time moving the ball in the
liquid sunshine, and they got
burned.
There were
some
Trin
highlights in half one. On one
offensive drive Pat Lyle bulled up
the middle for a 17 yard gain,
holding on to the ball but losing his
shoe in the process. Glen McLellan
did yeoman work going tough on
both offense and defense. Running

backs Paul Merrigan and David"
Iannarone were impressive. Still, at
the half Springfield was up 21-0.
Wet, .cold, and frustrated, the
Bantams trooped out for the
second half, and proceeded to look
like a team. Acting coach Carl
Hurtig's defensive unit, led by the
hard-nosed
play
of
Jim
Kachadoorian, shut down the
Springfield offense. Steve Mongillo
also came up with a key interception of an Indian pass.
On offense things started to
click, culminating in a Kevin
OCallaghan to Pete Zagrobelny
touchdown pass play. Zagro has
tallied all the JV touchdowns (all
two) so far this fall.
The JV Bantams have shown
signs of coming together as an
effective unit, and with two games
remaining vs. Southern Conn, and
Amherst, things could start looking
up.

It was another week of fighting
the elements for the women's
soccer team. The Thursday afternoon scrimmage with the
University of Hartford was cancelled because of the foul weather
early in the week. On Friday, as
they boarded the bus for" Mount
Holyoke, the team fouhbV a light
rain beginning to fall on the already
rain and snow-soaked ground.
On the long ride to the field, the
weather made no improvement,
butthe team's spirit remained high.
By game time the Hoiyoke field
was dotted with puddles. The
contest was filled with many firsts
for Trinity's team this season.
Annie Martin shot the first goal
through a puddle and sent
Holyoke's goalie sprawling. This
was the first time the Bantams shot
the first goal in the first half of a
game.
Because of the slippery field,
neither team was able to hold on to
the ball consistently. About ten
minutes after "Martin's goal,
Holyoke came back with one of its
own. Trinity's offense was spurred
by the Holyoke goal and fought
back and dominated the remainder
of the first half. With about 10
minutes left in the premier stanza,
Beth Shipley was fouled, just
outside the penalty area. She sent a
direct kick flying into the upper
right corner of the net for her
second goal this season. This was
the first game this season hi which
Trinity has come out on top in the

first half. It was a determined
Trinity team that took the field in
the second half. As they came onto
the field, the sky began to darken
and by the tap-off, a heavy, cold
rain had begun to fall. The puddle
in front of the Bantam goal grew
from six to eight inches deep with
the pelting rain of the downpour.
Trinity's team" was more affected'by-tKrptf
p j o n
th<r ^
than were the Holyoklr'players.
They seemed to swim right by
Trinity's halfbacks. The fullbacks
were confronted with the problem
of floating balls which stopped
.right in the middle of the puddle
and consequently right in front of
the net. These circumstances
allowed the Holyoke team to score
four goals in the second half to the
Bantam's lone goal off the foot of
Ana Meyer. The final score found
Mount Holyoke the winners by a
score of 5-3.
In spite of the final tally, the
Trinity defense played a good
game, showing improved coordination and cooperation. The
defensive duties were shared
mainly by Polly La very 1 Terry
Johnson, Jane Evans, and Bobbi
Scherr who, together with some
other players, provided a tough
Bantam defense.
Sarah Koeppel had fifteen saves
in goal against the hard shooting
Holyoke team for another season
high. Koeppel and the rest of the
Bantams face Brown and UConn.
in the two final games of w>e
season, on Tuesday and Thursday.
both at 3 pm at home.

Women's JV Field Hockey Unbeaten
by Nick Noble
The autumn has not been kind
to Trinity's JV Field Hockey Team.
Threeweeks into their 1979 season
they-had played but a single game,
tying it. The others had~beeniiither
postponed or cancelled due to rain,
tornado, or early October snow.
But over the past week their
pace has picked up. They now hold
the distinction (with the Rugby
club) of being Trinity's only
remaining undefeated team, after
playing two contests this week.
They tied Smith 2-2 last Thursday,
and on Saturday they defeated the
Wesleyan Cardinals 2-0.
Against Smith Tracy Swecker

and Elspeth Hotchkiss each scored
one for the Baby Bantams, but the
Smithies also managed a pair of
tallies. Still, the Trin defense,
especially Parsons Witbeck and the
all-purpose Susie Haff (what will
she do next? - Coach?) did an
outstanding job, and Mary Braman
did excellent work in the goal.
At Wesleyan goalie Anne
Collins could sit back and watch
her shutout happen, as the Cardinals only invaded her circle once.
The game was played with
volunteer officials, as the official
ones had refused to have anything
to do with the. field conditions.
Trinity was smart, and ran most
of their plays up the least muddy

side of the field. Parsons Witbeck
was a tower of strength on defense,
andbecause of her handiwork Collins could relax and read a book.
The one superb performer on
the day was Melissa Gagan, who by
herself managed to control the
tempo of the game. Hillary
Spizzirri also played well, with
quick moves and fancy stickwork.
But despite all of Trinity's efforts,
the halftime score was 0-0, and the
JV Bantams felt sure that they'd be
the only undefeated team in history
without a win.
Early in the second half Gagan
charged upfield with the ball and
fed it to Spizzirri. There was a jamup in front of the net, and Trinity

was awarded a penalty stroke.
Parsons Witbeck took her position
in front of the Cardinal cage ai>d
sent the ball into the lo* ef
righthand corner. But the ref had
forgotten to blow her whistle, so
Witbeck had to take the shot over.
She put it right in the same pla^e
with the same shot, to become the
team's leading scorer while a
fullback. Moments later, Tracy
Swecker tied her for the lead assne
scored for the Bantams, and Tn
took the game 2-0.
v
Weather permitting, the J v s
will play again vs. Mt. Holyt*»(They should have played Monday
vs. Brown, but no results were >» a
press time.)
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More Sports
Field Hockey Slays Smith, Wesleyan Stops Streak At Sixteen
by Nick Noble

sending the ball upfield, but Wes
tossed the Bantams back.
All things must end. For sixteen
The Red and Black was still in
• games Trinity's Varsity Field control. They charged the Bantam
Hockey team had not tasted defeat, cage, and came very close to
and then it happened. On a soggy, scoring again. But nn aggressive,
muddy, and rutted field in Mid- determined Carol McKenzie hung
dletown, Ct., the Cardinals of tough, battling for the ball, and
Wesleyan shut out the Bantams 3-0 stopped that threat.
before a large crowd.
The arrival of a host of Trin
It was a Saturday electric with fans from AD and Psi U, more than
. anticipation. The "lunatic fringe" doubling the already vociferous
of Trinity's athletic community and supportive crowd of parents
goes overboard when the pressure and friends, seemed to give the
is on, and the Post Road team on the field a little lift, and
Stagecoach echoed to the strains of they started taking the game to
'I Will Survive' sung by be-shaded Wesleyan. They got the ball on a
hockey players.
corner down in the Cardinals' end,
They reached the sodden field, but were unable to capitalize. Still,
plowed with tire marks and swamp- the Middletowners had the upper
like in front of each cage, and hand. Francie Plough came
commenced to warming up. With charging up and stopped one drive.
ten minutes to go before game Cyndie Hume made a nice save on
time, Robin Sheppard called a another.
special conference with her
Dottie Bundy had her chance
defense, while Co-Captain Laurie for a goal, but the Wesleyan
Fergusson discussed strategy with defenders ganged up and: stole the
high-scorer Dottie Bundy by the ball back. They went blazing for
benches. Then the Varsity the Trinity net, but Trinity's
gathered, as the JV started a cheer, defensive teamwork paid off. A
and the game was underway.
diving Carol McKenzie broke their
A stiff, cool breeze was blowing momentum; a hustling Lisa Parker
aside,
and
an
across the awful field, and as the turned
ref blew the whistle to start the acrobatic Cyndie Hume made a
game the sun came out - but it was series of fine saves and clears of
shots from difficult angles.
not shining for Trinity.
So the home team regrouped
Wesleyah's Barb Martin took
the ball from the start and took it and came again at the visitors.
downfield, putting the pressure on Goalie Hume charged the ball, but
the Bantams. Moments later she the mud proved her downfall as she
scored, the ball dribbling through couldn't recover quickly enough to
the mud past a stretched out prevent the score, and Wesleyan
led 2-0.
Cyndie Hume.
Wesleyan was getting their'
•K-y -, Twice more Wesleyan attacked
the Trinity goal-mouth. The revenge against a Trinity team who
Cardinals were really controlling last fall served up the. Qardihals'
the tempo of the game, but Francie lone loss on a 10-1 season, and
Plough, Carol McKenzie, and Lisa Trinity refused to take it lying
Lorrillard managed to stop, both down. Laurie Fergusson initiated a
series • of sallies against the Black
threats.
Only one time during the first and Red goal, but while Trin
ten minutes of the contest did managed to control the ball for a
Trinity mount a :serious scoring while, they were unable to get off
drive, sparked by Lisa Parker's more than a couple of good shots.

Sherry Benzel and Lorraine deLabry on the attack for Trinity's 4-1 Varsity Reid Hockey Team.
With a minute left in the half
the C ardinals sparked by the hustle
of left wing Gretchen Millspaugh
(yes, related to Trinity's Jane) went
once again for the Bantam's throat.
Carol McKenzie came sailing
across the goal-mouth to stop that
threat, as the half ended with
Trinity down by two.
Wesleyan seemed, during the
first half especially, to use their
knowledge of the field to their
advantage. Most of their plays,
noted one perceptive spectator,
were run up the driest side of the
field, -while their defense kept
forcing Trinity over into the mud.
The second half saw Trinity
playing a much more together
game, but they still were unable to
score. Francie Plough played
excellently on defense, turning
back drive after drive with her
lamb-into-lion charges. Ginny
Gardner also looked extremely
•impressive, stopping"Wesleyan
plays, intercepjfing their passes, and
setting up the Bantam attack.
Lisa. .Nolen was• a bolt of,
lightning at halfback, hard-hitting
and aggressive. Dottie Bundy, Ro
Spier, Lorraine deLabry, and?
Sherry Benzel all had exciting
offensive forays, but the game, and
the streak, ended with a 3-0 win for
Wesleyan.
"We'll just have to start a new

one," declared Coach Sheppard on
the bus ride home.
Earlier in the week featured
nostalgia time on a cold afternoon,
as the.gold-shirted Bantams (a longsleeved uniform they hadn't worn
in two seasons) defeated the Smith
squad 4-1,
It was an excellent game. Smith
featured an outstanding group of
passers and a strong defensive
contingent. Their goalie wore a
helmet and faqe mask, and looked
mean and quick during warm-ups.
Trinity high-scorer Dottie
Bundy was feeling poorly, but her
mother was there seeing her
daughter play for the first time (her
seeing was for the first time, her
daughter has been playing since
elementary school.)
The first half featured
outstanding performances from
Co-Captains Laurie Fergusson and
Lisa Parker. They controlled the
ball for the Bantams, and then fed
it to Sherry Benzel, who passed it
to Lorraine deLabry, who tallied
for Triii.
But the tide swiftly turned, and
the strong Smith forces got a
corner in Trinity's end. Moments
later they notched1 an answering
goal of their own to even it up.
Smith was very predictable with

their assaults. They would utilize
one side of the wet field for a series
of four or five attacks, and then
switch to the other side for four or
five more. Their passing was excellent, but hustling players like
Lisa Lorillard and Lisa Parker
always broke them up. And if
Smith managed to get by the
halfbacks, Carol McKenzie and
Cindy Higgins were there to break
up those threats, with skill and
finesse.
Ro Spier scored for Trin past a
fallen Smith defender not fifteen
minutes into the game, to put
Trinity ahead for good. Moments
later Dottie Bundy became tied up
with the Smith goalie, and a
penalty stroke ensued. Trina
Abbott took the shot, making it
good and putting Trin up 3-1.
Lisa Nolen, Lisa Parker, and
Ginny Gardner had outstanding
second halves, keeping Smith out
of Trinity's end. Ro Spier had three
consecutive break-aways at the
Smith goal, and on the last one she
scored; to give 'Trinity their i 4-1
victory edge,

, ••;•

, ' •:

-••' That was their sixteenth game
without losing, as it turned out the
last of the streak. The Bantams
start their new streak with the three
games remaining, vs. Brown, Mt.
Holyoke, and then Manhattanville
at home on Thursday; : •

Varsity Football Downed By Panthers 40-27
by Nancy Lucas
When told "Great game!" by a
passing spectator, a Middlebury
player smiled, shook his head and
replied, "It was harder than you
•think." Trin's 40-27 loss looked
more one-sided than it was. In fact,
the Bantams showed signs of
having a great offensive day when
they scored two touchdowns early
in the first quarter. However, it was
also 3 fumbles and a blocked punt
that cost Trinity the game. Middlebury was able to capitalize on
games "'•- m any Bantam mistakes, enabling
and Tn11 •
them to nab the victory,
jme.
Not to say that Middlebury was
not duly impressive. As a team,
they rushed for 246 yards and
passed for 134' more, while
throwing only one interception
(courtesy of Pete Hoops' over-theshoulder grab). Still, Trin had a
number of opportunities late in the
contest to at least even up the
score; opportunities they could not
make use of.
Freshman Mike Elia accounted
for three of the four Trinity touchdowns. The first was set up by a
phenomenal Barry Bucklin run that
put the Bantams inside the Middlebury ten; It was only a matter of
Elia's leaping over • Middlebury's
goal-line defense before Trin was
on top 7-0. '
Not long after, from the
Middlebury'48, Gary Palmer, who
connected "for 10 of 28 passes, on
the windy afternoon, lofted a spiral

to Pat McNamara racing down the
right
sideline
(McNamara
accounted for 8 of those' 10
receptions) for touchdown number
two. All this time, the defense was
doing a meritable job keeping the
potentially potent Middlebury
offense in check.
But then came the mistakes.
Still in the first half, one of' the
longest first halves ever witnessed
by this reporter, the Bantams took
possession near their own 20 yard
Ene. An ensuing fumble gave the
Panthers a very good chance at
scoring, a chance they made good,
as quarterback Dave Caputi ran it
in from 1 yard out.
Three more Middlebury touchdowns were scored out of nowhere
before the half ended, and the
Bants found themselves down 26-14
after having a two touchdown lead.
Things didn't get much better in
the third period: in fact, they got
worse. Panther defensive back
Dave Ancey pounced on a blocked
Bill Schaufler punt' in the end zone
and Trin had even more ground to,.
cover.
But then Gary Palmer and his
' troops'constituted a strong, lengthof-tiie-field drive1, combining the
talents of running backs Bucklin
and Bill Holdeh with the sticky
'fingers of McNamara. Again, Elia
went over, this time from the1 one
yard line. The Bants felt they were
back in"the game, even though the
extra-point kick was no good. •
' Panther Q B ' Cpputfi put >! a

damper on those hopes early in the
final quarter by scoring his third
touchdown of the day.
' At this point, the Scoreboard
read 40-20 in favor of the home
team. Three more touchdowns on
Trinity's part, plus the ensuing
extra-point kicks, would mean a 4140 score and a win for the Bantams.
The sidelines buzzed with chants of
"We can do it" and other such
optimistic comments, And after

another fine kick-off return by
Nick Bordieri, it appeared as
though they were right; Palmer
effectively moved his offense
towards the elusive goal-line,
keeping the spirits high with a short
screen pass to Elia on the right
side. It was Elia again who
culminated the drive with another
1-yard tally, bringing the Bants to
within two touchdowns.
As the defense took the field,

they were fired up and rpady to
cause Middlebury mistakes. That
they did,, as they recovered a
fumble deep in Panther territory.
The offense pulled up, however,
despite a fine fourth-down catch by
McNamara, and that told the story
of a very long afternoon.
The Bantams travel to Colby
next Saturday to try and up their 13 record.

Soccer Booted By Jumbos 5~l
aimlessly. Tufts attacked mer- the rebound of a Mike Sinsheimer
cilessly from the start, skillfully shot late in the first half. But Tufts
On Saturday, the Bantam booters using a stiff wind to great ad- withstood the wind-aided Trinity
arose an at an early hour to make vantage in the first fifteen minutes. attack at the start of the second
the long trip to Tufts. The Jumbos A Tufts direct kick from well half and squelched any thoughts of
were a solid team (2-3-2 against beyond the 18 yard line sailed past a Bantam threat with" their fourth
good opposition), but Trinity felt it a screened Adil and skidded into goal midway into the half. Tufts'
had a good chance to even its the right corner to open the final goal was controversial, as the
record at 2-2. The seniors were floodgates. Tufts fine offensive line Jumbos successfully potted the
especially anxious to gain a victory,, tucked a second goal, and before ' rebound of a direct kick, called
as they had never defeated Tufts, the booters knew it, they were when Tom Adil legally bounced
losing, one and tying two since down by two. But the worst-WRS» yet* the ball outside the area on a drop
freshman year. However, three to come". Tufts increased its lead to kick and was called for a hand ball.
incredibly quick goals by the home 3-0 when the Bantams were caught (What can be expected of refs who
team allowed - them to coast to an for a foul in the penalty area (one ejected Jeremy Meyer ftom the
easy 5-1 victory, sending Trinity of several highly questionable calls game for a statement he did not
by the duo in black and white) and issue while he sat on the bench?)
crashing to its third loss. ... , ,
The team played fairly well for the hosts converted the penalty As with Williams, the score
•.,.. .
certain stretches, most notably- k i c k . . • • • • ' .
somehow , .seemed dispropor• . Facing a potential rout, the tionately bleak, (aod_ the Bantams
near the end of the first half and at
.the beginning of the second half. booters bore down and played their were again left "wondering,, what
However, at. other times, the best soccer of the contest. They combination" ofn 'ojfens^ , and
Bantams looked absolutely awful, began to show signs of life, and defence would spark sthem to a
• sleepwalking (through its defensive even put the .outcome in some .Yjctory. , ' .„_.. _ . . . . : , _ , , t .
.doubt when Ken-,Savino haiiged in
i.eawerage : and ibootirig the'
by William Billiard
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Harriers Hit Heights At NESCACs
Sherwood. "Why not?," said
. Magoun. "There's a perfectly good
golf course right next door. The
For Trinity's cross-country bears and lions could eat old
teams, the NESCAC meet, held duffers." "And slow runners,"
Saturday at Boston's Franklin Park, interjected Sherwood.
has invariably been an exercise in
futility and morbidity. The Harriers
last-went to the meet, in 1977,
By the start of the women's
where the first Bantam was 51st in race, the rain had left for the day,
a field of 69, and four of this year's and while the Trinity women now
team helf four of the last nine had six runners, their finish
places. This sort of result leads to dispelled little of the men's
the second part of the exercise.,
fatalism. Women's coach-for-theday Mike Melo called out Kathy
"You know," said Alex Schlein's two mile split (13;'i6)', but
Sherwood to Alex Magoun, "It for some time after her there was
looks pretty cold out there." He not another blue and gold runner
to be seen, Melo curried to the
looked out the bus window.
finish in time to see Bowdoin's Joan
"Don't worry," Magoun Benoit cruise to a 16:48 (10:33 2M)
reassured him, "it'll warm up when victory, % seconds ahead of
Wesleyan's Jill Quigley. Schlein
we get to Boston."
finished 32nd in 20:12 for the five
It began to raih and the lights of kilometers, and the other five
a Howard Johnson's flickered on at Bantams, having taken a wrong
turn, finished in the back of the
eleven o'clock on the morning.
field.
by Alex Magoun

Later, the bus passed the
Yet when the men prepared for
Franklin Park zoo. !'They should
let those animals run free," said their start, some hope shone

***««•

through their comments. Magoun
received the earnest best wishes of
the other team members before
setting off on his goal of "fifteenth,
but Bowdoin and Hamilton have
pretty good teams, so I'll settle for
25th." Bob Williams said he would
need all the luck he could get, but
there should have been little doubt
that he, Matt Smith and Paul
Rasmussen would do well after a v
full week of good workouts.
After a false start, the ten teams
charged off the soft grass and mud
starting line. Although NESCAC
does not keep score and presents
no trophies, Williams and Bates
would be duelling for New England
Div. Ill supremacy, and thus, their
top runners led the field through a
4:50 first mile. Ephman - Mike
Behramn went on to easily win in
24:53, leading his team to the
.unofficial NESCAC championship.
Meanwhile, Hartford's own
were hanging on to a series of fast
first miles. Magoun bounced past
in 4:55, Williams in 5:10, and Smith
and Rasmussen in 5:20. The
Bantam leader slowed to a 10:03
deuce and a 15:20 three mile, but it
was between the latter two that he
gained the most ground. "I was
22nd when we went past the start at
two and a half miles," Magoun
recalled later. "Immediately afterwards, we went up the longest

hill of the course, and coming
down the other side, I picked off
everyone else that I eventually
beat.1",
Magoun held his own to the
finish, taking fifteenth in a personal
best 25:51. "This has been a dream
season," the junior said elatedly
afterwards. "Everything has gone
for me the way I hoped it would,and
finally the rest of the team is
beginning to gel."
"I just wanted to do a series of
5:20 miles," said Bob Williams. He
too ran a personal best for five
miles, finishing 34th in 26:52, a 5:22
average per mile, "I felt very
strong, but I didn't push myself too
much. I want to build slowly." He
finished ahead of Wesleyan's
second runner, though the Trinity
team as a whole lost 27-29 in a dual
meet score with the Cardinals,
their best finish against Wesleyan
in ten* years.
Matt Smith was in part
responsible for that score, nipping
Wesleyan's Dave Hansen by a head „
in a PR 27:44. "I looked back to
one side and I saw Rasmussen, and
then I looked on the other and I
couldn't see anyone. Then when
I'm about 100 yards from the finish,
Magoun starts screaming at me to
kick it in. Sheesh."
Paul Rasmussen finished two

seconds and two places later for
50th to continue his phenomedal
development this season. "I'm
basically' set for my major
requirements," the senior said
earlier this year, "so now I can
concentrate on running well,"
Alex Sherwood was not
dissatisfied with his finish. "It's a
start," he said, noting the two
minute improvement over last
week's race. "I can't wait for the
home meets. Man, I am going to
fly," and barring any misplaced
windows or further illness, he
should.
Not all is well with the Bantams,
however. Chris Oakley is lost for
this season with a stress fracture
which flared half a mile into the
race. Tom McKeown has levelled
out where he started the season
and has two and a half weeks to
drop under 29:00 and attain his
long-sought letter.
The final stretch of the season
starts next Saturday at home,
against Wesleyan and WPI, both of
which are weaker than in past
seasons. Although the Cardinals
were missing second man Todd
Gossen Saturday, the home team
hope to offset his return" with Mike
Melo, Doug Brooks, Sherwood and
Dave Muskat. This comradely
rivalry begins at the cannons at
12:00.
music.

Ultimate Frisbee Takes Off At Trinity
by David Dunn
The Trinity College Ultimate
Frisbee Team opened its fall
season last week with two games
^(P^*Sf* ''V*
•WlfWM%llll Wll}ILJI l •IIP* -.
against a couple of New England's
powerhouses. The Bants dropped
both games, 19-15 to WPI, and 15-9
to the mighty Huskies of UConn,
but to Trin, the games brought
much more satisfaction than the
final scores indicated.
<*... t
On Sunday, Oct. 7, Trin's
tf
Frisbee Fanatics hit the road to
play WPI at their field in Worcester, Mass., for their first game of
Dena Kaplan, Trinity's singles) star, on the indoor courts just prior
the season. It took a few minutes
to last Thursday's matcK with Smith, The Bantams won 6-3,
for Trinity to get their game in
geaT, but the experienced WPI
team took advantage of some early
Bantam mistakes and jumped to a
3-0 lead. The Trinity squad then
snapped to life, highlighted by
some stingy defense in their own
end, but the men and women from
All six of Trinity's singles Worcester were in fine form, and
byNtekNohle
players were victorious. Captain stretched their lead to 5 points at
Mother Nature has certainly Wendy Jennings, the team's the half, 12-7.
done her best to keep the Women's number one player, won in three
Halftime was a period for
Tennis Team from finishing their sets 2-6, 6-3, 6-4, Eilleen Kern, the .regrouping for the Trinity squad
season.: According to the printed Bantams' number three player, was and they came out strong in the
schedule nine matches should have also victorious after three exciting second half. They controlled the
been completed by this time. But stanzas. The remaining quartet, disc for most of the second half,
four had to be either cancelled or Dena Kaplan (number two), and the Engineers had trouble
postponed (the Blue and Gold Brenda Erie, Faith Wilcox, and maintaining the newly fired-up
Bantams take on a re-scheduled Dede Seeber (numbers four Bants. Constantly driving deep into
Harvard Crimson >this Thursday), through six, respectively) were WPI's territory, Trinity outscored
their adversaries 8-7 in the final
so the present team- which winners in straight sets.
dominated the Connecticut State -- Trinity-'? doubles, pairings were half, despite being frustrated by
Championships just over a week defeated on the lightning-''fasP numerous offensive mistakes near
ago- is currently 4-1, their only loss artificial surface, but Trinity still the WPI goalline. Trin pulled to
being to the Big Green of Dart- managed the 6-3 success. Much of within 3 points before the end of
this can also be attributed to the the game when WPI put the icing
mouth. ' •'
on their victory with a final point to
This week only one contest was time and the bizarre situation.
make it 19-15.
The
team
tackles
Mt.
Holyoke
Dlayed, and the inclement
J

|

|
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Women's Tennis
Smith; Now

meteorological conditions forced it
ndoors on the super-speed surface
)f Ferris Athletic Center's Unit A.
The Bantam racqueteers took on
he Smith squad, and triumphed 6-3
•iter a long afternoon.

today, and as stated before,
Harvard on Thursday. Then for the
weekend they travel to Amherst,
where they participate in the New
Englands. A closing match with
Amherst follows over Open Period.

through their host and get home in
time for dinner. It was the first
confrontation between these two
teams, and UConn was in for a bit
of a surprise. Trinity jumped to a 20 lead before UConn knew what
had happened. The hometown fans
cheered on the Bants to a 4-2 lead,
highlighted by some exceptional
defense by Trinity safety men Bill
"Wubby" Wubbenhurst, Jeff
White, and Jim- McDonald. But
UConn battled back to take the
lead, 5-4, as their organization
began to shine through the rain.
dice again, though, Trinity surged
ahead to take a 6-5 lead with only 7
minutes left in the half. But UConn
was not so easily taken. They
scored 3 quick touchdowns as the
Bants gave up a little slack in the
waning moments of the first half, to
take an 8-6 lead into the betweenperiod break.

In the second half, it was
UConn who came out with the hot
hand. The rain had picked up and
so did their offense, as they scored
4 straight goals to open up a
discouraging
12-6 lead. A
physically soaked and emotionally
drained Trinity squad struggled to
a final score of 15-9, but the game
had been decided by the UConn
squad with that four goal burst.
The two losses suffered by the
Trinity team were not in vain,
however. The men and women of
the Trinity College Ultimate
Frisbee team gained some very
valuable
experience
and
demonstrated their great potential
against two of the most experienced, competitive teams in
the Northeast. The Bants
Then came the UConn contest dominated the second half against
at-home. UConft, the dominating WPI and controlled the majority of
Frisbee Force in the Connecticut- the first half against UConn. Not
Rhode Island area, ventured on to bad for a team with only a handful
the Trinity Campus on a rainy of returning veterans.
Friday afternoon, expecting to tear
For those of 70U who are un-

familiar with the game of Ultimate
Frisbee.it is an alternative, athletic
contest to the already-established
sports in America. It is a team
game, played by seven members of
each team on the field at all times,
complemented by regular substitution. The object is to score
touchdowns, by passing the Frisbee
downfield and completing a pass in
the end zone. There is no running
when in possession of the Frisbee.
and there is no tackling. Like
Basketball, it is supposed to be a
non-contact sport, and it invites
both men and women to par
ticipate equally on the field. The
disc changes hands on an> type 01
incomplete pass, interceptions, and
plays which go out of bounds. The
game demands a great deal of
running, as the field is 60 x 40
yards. Touchdowns are worth a
point apiece, and whoever has the
most points at the end of two 40
minute halves is proclaimed the
winner. There are no referees (the
honor system is employed) and the
competitions are quite friendly m><fun.
Anyone (both men and women)
interested in Ultimate Frisbee are
welcome to join the team W
coming out to our practice game*;
held Tuesdays and Thursdays at -1
PM on the Quad, or y ° u J a "
contact Dave Dunn at 246-^' 1 '
Trinity will be participating i" '
small tournament on Saturday, «•_
20, at Central Connecticut ^ a
College in New Britain. The Ban»
are preparing for the Section
Tournament, to be held at UConn.
the weekend of Nov. 3 and 4. i"
top three teams from the sections •
then advance to the Regw
Tournament and the winners
each of the 5 regions in the cow then compete for the National""
in the Rose Bowl in Southern
California.
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